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ABSTRACT
Professional, technical, and visual communication practitioners and academics have
historically overlooked visual rhetoric and how it is employed in business communications as
well as how various cultures comprehend and respond to the design elements and visual
composition of business documents. More specifically typography, the building blocks of a
document, has been little explored in professional and technical communication research. As
such, this study utilizes eye-tracking technology in conjunction with other data collection
methods to understand if and how fonts contribute to the persuasiveness of business
communications and if different cultures vary in typeface assessment and perception.
Mackiewicz and Brumberger have both examined typeface anatomy and its effect on
perception of font personality. Similar methods are implemented in this study to determine if
the anatomical characteristics of fonts contribute to the perception of typeface
persuasiveness in business documents. Furthermore, this study also seeks to establish if any
correlations exist in typeface persuasiveness between American and Chinese cultures.
Through this study, it was discovered that there are in fact anatomical characteristics
of typefaces that lend themselves to a font being perceived as persuasive. It was also found
that the perception of persuasiveness differs between the two cultures, and the methods by
which the two groups assess the typefaces for persuasiveness are quite distinct.
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CHAPTER	
  1	
  
INTRODUCTION	
  	
  	
  

	
  

Imagine you are a business professional whose superior has just given you the
responsibility of formatting the draft of a business letter that will be distributed to an
audience of all your American national and Chinese international clients and customers. Due
to the recession, the company has suffered major earning losses, and this document is vital
to the business’s welfare in that it is asking customers to accept a new price hike that will
keep the company from bankruptcy. Your boss has asked you to choose a font for the
message that will persuade the readers to comply with the company’s requests. How would
you go about choosing a typeface that will not only be perceived as “persuasive,” but also
persuasive across cultures to both American and Chinese customers?

Addressing	
  the	
  Problem	
  Area	
  	
  
Although this scenario is commonplace, it is also both complex and multi-tiered; this
is not a situation in which a quick and intuitive choice should be made. Effectiveness in
typographical selection requires an understanding and knowledge of issues in graphic design
and typography, globalization and its effects on business communications, and varying
cultural perceptions relating to all these topics. So, if intuition is not the best and most
reliable way to choose typefaces for business communications, how do we go about making
those decisions?
It is in the rhetorical nature of textual and visual communications where it is
necessary to understand and identify proper usage strategies. In 2005, Jo Mackiewicz,
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Associate Professor of Technical and Professional Communication and Linguistics at
Auburn University, argued that verbal language and content has a defined rhetorical effect
on a reader, as do graphic elements, and that both “play an important role…in constructing
ethos and making a first impression” (115). In fact, Mackiewicz’s study on font personalities
forms much of the foundation of the study described in this thesis, and her study’s
influences will be described throughout the chapters.
In 2008, Theo Van Leeuwen, Dean of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
at the University of Technology, Sydney specified exactly those illustrative elements that are
becoming more rhetorically significant, and have been previously overlooked in professional
and academic research – “the image is becoming less central, and other, formerly more
marginal modes of communication such as typography and colour are becoming more
important” (130). Their observations elucidate how typography, a key player in the
organizational workplace, is widely disregarded and largely taken for granted. This neglect of
the rhetoric of typography causes communicators of every nationality to lose valuable
communicative footing.
The research presented in this thesis seeks to educate persons at any level of design
knowledge and of any academic or organizational background by providing insight into these
topics, through which possible methods of choosing “persuasive” fonts for business
communications both domestically and internationally may be made. This has been
accomplished through a qualitative research study that involves eye-tracking methods in
conjunction with other empirical data collection techniques to answer the more specific
questions posed by the study investigator:
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•

What are the anatomical characteristics that are most important in evaluating
typeface persuasiveness?

•

Are there other contributing factors to font persuasiveness?

•

Do people become bored with default fonts?

•

Can font choice for persuasiveness be used across cultures?

To effectively respond to these queries, it is essential to also explore the topics that
encompass the scope of this study, including the effects of rhetoric and technology on
typography and documentation, typography and habitual perception, the role of typography
in business documents across cultural boundaries, the effects of globalization in business
communications, cultural sensitivity in typography and document design, and the previous
research and foundations for this study.

The	
  Effects	
  of	
  Rhetoric	
  and	
  Technology	
  on	
  Typography	
  and	
  Documentation	
  
Design consultant and typography specialist Alex W. White defines typography as
“applying type in an expressive way to reveal the content clearly and memorably with the
least resistance from the reader” (103). With typography having such an overarching impact
on the written word, it is startling that the rhetorical significance of typefaces is a subject that
has long been neglected by both workplace and academic professional, technical, and visual
communication discourse communities. However, this is mostly due to the widely held belief
that a practitioner’s intuitive judgment alone is sufficient enough to make educated
typographic decisions (Brumberger 206), and it is an accepted practice to base typographic
choices on what is judged to be appropriate based on these gut feelings, however much they
are “supported by intuition but lacking a theoretical and empirical foundation” (Brumberger
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206). When considering the rhetorical weight of typography, it is a fallacy to suppose that
instinctive determinations are sufficient enough to make the most effective typographic
choices and this is one of the reasons the premise of this study is significant. Typographer
Robert Bringhurst states, “Instinct, in matters such as these, is largely memory in disguise. It
works quite well when it is trained, and poorly otherwise. But in a craft like typography, no
matter how perfectly honed one’s instincts are, it is useful to be able to calculate answers
exactly” (Bringhurst 144).
The problem of intuitive typographical decision-making is exacerbated with the
growing number of typefaces available and their becoming more and more diverse in design.
As E.P. Kumpf warns in his article Visual Metadiscourse: Designing the Considerate
Text, with the increased availability of options “comes a responsibility for its use”
(Mackiewicz 115). Complicating this matter is the fact that the separate roles of writer and
designer continue to trend toward a convergence in which it is increasingly expected that
professional communicators be well versed in both visual communication and information
design as part of their skill set, and to complete related assignments in their daily work
(Brumberger 206, Northcut and Brumberger 459, Catanio and Catanio 77). Such a
convergence is potentially hazardous, as “Ellen Lupton, curator of contemporary design at
the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in New York, complained in an article
originally published in Print magazine that there is almost a century of scientific research in
various fields testing “typographical efficiency” – all of which seems to be ignored by many
graphic designers practicing today. This is certainly ignored by the average knowledge
worker churning out documents and data” (Barth 34).
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As such, it is imperative that research into the rhetorical impact of typefaces is
necessary for professional communicators working in academic, national, and foreign
markets. Additionally, “we [technical communicators] also need to be humble about our own
skills and spheres of influence. For example, most technical communicators are highly skilled
verbally, but often not visually” (Redish 196).
In conjunction with the responsibility of choosing typefaces in business contexts that
are visually rhetorical in their characteristics is the conscientiousness to allow for their effect
on textual meaning. It is said that, “as [both] writers and readers, we often fail to notice
much less fully consider the role of type and typography in making a text not only visible but
meaningful” (Gutjahr and Benton 2-3). This gives typography an additional power beyond
its design and composition; it is being suggested that the proper typeface can give meaning
to a message beyond conscious perception. It can personify the message in different ways,
that “typefaces have the ability to hold their own meanings, accent in unique ways the words
they are relaying, and even contradict the messages they are supposed to represent” (Gutjahr
and Benton 18) and that “although letters must obey certain rules of form to remain
identifiable, it should not be forgotten that they can also be as distinctive and expressive as a
person’s face” (Gutjahr and Benton 41-2). Just as a person’s face has features, so does each
individual letterform in a typeface. It is suggested that the characteristics that make up each
letterform’s anatomy hold as much power in their configuration as facial features do for
expression, which is the reason this study has an in depth focus on investigating the
anatomical characteristics of typefaces. If a font is to be judged on persuasiveness, then it is
only logical that anatomical characteristics would be tied to perception of persuasiveness.
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Strizver explains that, “Type and printed matter communicate not only information
to us but also influence decisions we make on a daily basis. Whether we realize it or not, type
and the way it appears affects [conscious decisions]. Much of this process goes on
unconsciously, which is why the art and craft of typography is so invisible to the average
person. But its unseen nature by no means diminishes the importance and influence type has
on the quality and substance of our daily lives” (13). Strizver hints at the tacit ability that
typefaces can possess, reminding practitioners that persuasiveness can be achieved through
typography in their business documents and that it is best to understand what makes this so,
considering that typography “exerts a powerful role in the interpretive process whether or
not that influence is apparent to us” (Gutjahr and Benton 15).
This naturally leads to a highly debated question presented by Ellen Lupton and
Abbott Miller in their book Thinking With Type, “But does subliminal perception actually
exist? Subliminal perception is a proven phenomenon, referring to the ability to sense
impressions that are “below the threshold” of conscious awareness…The question is not
whether subliminal perception exists (it does), or even whether subliminal advertising exists
(it does), but whether it works” (136). Unfortunately, the term “subliminal” inherently has a
negative connotation, which is problematic to the concept that this study’s researcher is
attempting to address. In order to more closely represent the concept being presented by the
researcher, “subliminal” will from this point be substituted with the terms “habitual
perception,” “latent affective,” and “tacit perception” unless it is quoted directly.
Due to the potential of habitual perception influencing an individual’s more
purposeful font choices, this study employs the latest in eye-tracking technology to uncover
if there is a difference in conscious and unconscious viewing behaviors when assessing a
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typeface for persuasiveness, and potentially assist in evaluating whether persuasiveness exists
in typeface anatomy, or not. Lupton and Miller state that, “Like alligators in New York City
sewers, the notion of subliminal persuasion has entered a strange arena of popular
mythology: whether it happened or not, it serves to unfold beliefs about the manipulation of
audiences” (137).

Typography	
  and	
  Habitual	
  Perception	
  	
  	
  
There are many typographers and researchers who attribute typography to having
tacit abilities, which thereby give fonts the power to persuade. Typographer Robert
Bringhurst poetically describes the latent affective nature of typography, stating that, “Like
oratory, music, dance, calligraphy – like anything that lends its grace to language –
typography is an art that can deliberately misused. It is a craft by which the meanings of a
text (or its absence of meaning) can be clarified, honored and shared, or knowingly
disguised” (17). Perhaps then it can be said that the inflection, nuance, posture, and all the
tools an orator possesses and bestows to the spoken word is the same as that which
typography imparts on the written word. However, in writing, just as in verbal
communication, the intended message for the audience is not always what is communicated.
Both orators and typographers may make mistakes in their delivery that will keep the
audience from the meaning they are attempting to convey.
Misinterpretation owing to poor typographical choices in business communications
is exactly what this study attempts to help negate. Typography is certainly has as much
potential for influence as the written word, since “Typography is…an essential act of
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interpretation, full of endless opportunities for insight or obtuseness…it can be used to
manipulate behavior and emotions” (Bringhurst 19).
In fact, psychologists John R. Doyle and Paul A. Bottomley from Cardiff University
in the United Kingdom conducted a study with the aim of “show[ing] that typography, the
visual display of print, can have analogous effect on the written word” (396). Their research
question asked if typefaces affect the perceived meaning of the word they signify and, after
performing three separate experiments, they determined that they “have shown that the
connotative meaning of the word is pulled towards the meaning of the typeface, hence the
medium massages the meaning of the message” (Doyle and Bottomley 407).
However, while they established a latent affective connection between words and
fonts, Doyle and Bottomley subsequently note that, “typeface and word rarely occur apart,
which means we have little experience of considering typeface in isolation from words”
(407). Firmage contributes to their observation that letterforms are rarely studied separately
from the words they compose, and while maintaining that “writing can be misused – it can
mislead, deceive and corrupt…[but the] “external written characters” are vehicles of human
thought and a subject worthy of their own examination” (2).
With this idea in mind, the investigator of this study agreed that when testing a
typeface for habitually perceptive traits, persuasiveness in particular, it is critical to study the
individual letterforms as opposed to whole words, exclusively. Also, since it is possible for
habitual perception to influence font assessment for persuasiveness, the use of eye-tracking
technology had been utilized in this study. Eye-tracking helped to record potential rapid
latent affective perceptions so that they may be examined against more cognizant choices
made with other data collection methods.
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The	
  Role	
  of	
  Typography	
  in	
  Business	
  Documents	
  Across	
  Cultural	
  Boundaries	
  	
  
With a document’s typeface being such a powerful influence on a reader’s emotive
responses and interpretation of documents, it is crucial to find ways in which to accurately
judge the rhetorical message different typographies convey. Most business communications
are persuasive in nature, and being able to harness this attribute would be greatly beneficial
to communicators. Furthermore, as previously delineated, it is also necessary to understand
the differences and similarities in persuasiveness among differing nationalities in order to
stay competitive both as a practitioner and on an organizational level, which is yet another
goal of this study. It is necessary to address why, of all the diverse cultural groups inhabiting
the globe, China was singled out as the group to be examined.
The reason for this choice was that, over the past decade, China has quickly become
a powerhouse in industry and trade; as such, investigation into cultural effects on business
communications is increasingly relevant to the fields of sales, marketing, design, and
technical and professional communication. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, as of
February 2011, China holds the #2 spot for highest percentage of trade with the U.S., just
behind Canada (census.gov). Also, with “1.3 billion people, China today represents not only
the largest population in the world, but also the fastest growing economy, with a current and
projected growth of 8% through 2010. China cannot be ignored, nor should it” (Barnum and
Huilin 143).
As such, the last decade has seen not only an increase in marketing efforts by
American firms to Chinese manufacturers and distributors, but a rush for American agencies
to open offices in China that cater to multinational clients (Wentz AdAge.com). Even in the
last few years, demand is so great that many American agencies have begun to divide their
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marketing efforts into international factions: those that help Western companies sell to
China, those that assist Chinese firms in selling to other international markets, and those that
work for non-Chinese Asian firms (Woyke Forbes.com). Global marketing and
communication efforts have become such a large part of the world economy that some of
the U.S.’s largest advertising firms are helping to set up “China practice[s] based in [the U.S.]
to help Chinese companies enter the U.S. and other international markets” (Wentz
AdAge.com). Those who work in international communication are vastly aware that “it’s a
culture shock for many Chinese companies, and they have to understand [the U.S.] is a very
different market” (Wentz AdAge.com). In juxtaposition, it can be said that the culture shock
is real for American companies catering to Chinese markets, as well.
This so-called “culture shock” is a direct result of globalization. Globalization has a
profound effect on professional communicators by diversifying common business practices
through an international lens, and practitioners who once created dialogues solely within the
comfort zone of their own culture now “work for or provide services to transnational
corporations, work in global virtual teams, and communicate in global networks” (StarkeMeyerring 469).

The	
  Effects	
  of	
  Globalization	
  in	
  Business	
  Communications	
  	
  
What is globalization? Starke-Meyerring uses the term globalization “to refer to the
increasing interdependence and integration of social, cultural, political, and economic
processes across local, national, regional, and global levels. People, artifacts, symbols, goods,
and services are exchanged more rapidly, frequently, and intensively, facilitated by the
Internet, airline travel, wireless networks, and migration” (Starke-Meyerring 470-1). In short,
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globalization refers to the “shrinking” world that has evolved thanks to advances in
communication technology and how worldwide communication is exposing once distinctly
separate cultures to each other. This cross-culturalization in turn influences and blurs the
boundaries between cultures, and is subsequently creating a world that is becoming more
and more a global melting pot.
Professional communicators working in companies that have international ties often
encounter the pluralization that occurs in national and cultural identities (Starke-Meyerring
477) that are a direct response to the effects of globalization. Practitioners may initially see
globalization as being a positive outcome of cross-culturalization, with the adoption of
English as a generally universal language being one example. Amy Lantz-Jones states in her
book review of John R. Kohl’s Global English Style Guide: Writing Clear, Translatable
Documentation for a Global Market that in the current global business environment
“English is the most common spoken language and is often the language of choice in
professional communication and business operations” (325).
However, even with the assistance of a “universal language,” complications that arise
from interactions between different cultures cannot be solved so simply or with only one
solution. It is true that while globalization “de-emphasiz[es] national borders and cultures,
[it] does not result in monoculturalism or the disappearance of unique and valued cultural
differences” (Perkins 21). Furthermore, it may be questioned whether it is feasible for
professional communicators to truly be able to completely and successfully transverse
cultural boundaries. Due to vast cultural diversity and the complexity of the different
mixtures of cultural identities, practitioners should reasonably consider the tedium and
counterproductivity that could be associated with learning the presumed traits and rhetorical
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features of their culturally separate counterparts (Starke-Meyerring 477). In fact, attempting
to do may not be considered a realistic undertaking.
Be that as it may, exploration into the cultural differences in professional
communication practices may not uncover every solution to cultural communication
questions, it does have merit, and findings could help improve business procedures and
cross-cultural communications. For instance, with business relations between the U.S. and
China growing closer every day, it would behoove both groups to attempt to gain a greater
awareness of the other’s cultural foundations. One particular stumbling block within the
realm of business communications between these two groups is the vast differences in
document design, writing type, and style, these being especially vital considering extreme
time zone differences necessitate that the majority of business communications be written
correspondence. Practitioners agree that, while efforts have been made to establish written
communication principles between these two cultures, “they do not adequately address the
vastly different cultures of the United States and China and the impact these cultural
differences have on how information is presented, understood, and used” (Barnum and
Huilin 145). Such changes may not need to be drastic in order to be effective, and “may
mean nothing more than surface-level changes to the treatment of dates and times, or it may
mean more substantive changes to the types of examples, graphics, choice of colors,
idiomatic expressions, metaphors, and so forth” (Barnum and Huilin 145).

Cultural	
  Sensitivity	
  in	
  Typography	
  and	
  Documentation	
  Design	
  
In the area of professional and technical communication cultural sensitivity is
paramount, particularly when approaching business communication issues from a design
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aspect. These sorts of problems are exemplified by the extreme difference in the artistry and
scale of the Chinese versus American alphabets, where “the Chinese writing system contains
tens of thousands of distinct characters, the [Western] alphabet translates the sounds of
speech into a small set of marks, making it well-suited for mechanization” (Lupton 13).
Being well versed in cultural literacies across textual and visual communications facilitate in
making educated marketing decisions. Poorly thought-out choices are capable of alienating
an international audience, and possibly communicating messages with alternative meanings
from those intended. Therefore, it is imperative and pertinent for communicators working
with global clients to be educated in cultural perceptions to prevent them from making poor
visual and rhetorical recommendations.
Brumberger explains that in the advent of the 1920’s “new typography” movement,
“designers wished to eradicate nationalistic characteristics by creating typefaces that were
free from historical and cultural associations” (207). Be that as it may, she further states,
“even typography intended to be free of historical and cultural associations can never be
entirely free of rhetorical impact” (Brumberger 207). Even if this were possible, two things
are clear: although typography is said to have no cultural connections, its anatomy and
design is inherently rhetorical in nature and the key to determining a typeface’s
persuasiveness is through it’s physical characteristics. This is solidified by the idea that
“typeface [interpretation] is not solely a matter of prior use, [but] is also a matter of a
reader’s “subjective impressions” to a typeface’s anatomy, or physical characteristics”
(Mackiewicz 123). But are there differences between the interpretations between ethnic
groups? This is only one part of the problem. The need for research in the area of typeface
persuasiveness in an international context, especially between the American and Chinese
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cultures, is summed up by Brumberger: “knowing the reasoning behind readers’…judgments
of typefaces…would certainly enrich our understanding of visual and verbal rhetoric and
thereby allow for more effective decision-making as we design and write” (221).
In addition to the obvious differences in alphabet design, “compared with American
technical documents, Chinese technical documents, especially those intended for officials or
decision-makers, usually lack page design elements such as controlled use of white space, intext emphasis, diagrams, lists, a variety of type sizes and fonts, and so forth” (Barnum and
Huilin 150). This additional dissimilarity in business communication method make it that
much more difficult to effectively navigate across the various lines of communication in a
culturally sensitive manner, considering that deviation by either group may be misconstrued
as being inconsiderate of the other’s ability to communicate. Especially in documentation
design, “culture is always present, so any study of users…must grasp the influence of the
cultural factors at play in shaping a user, a product, and a product’s use” (Still 189).
	
  
Previous	
  Research	
  and	
  Foundations	
  For	
  This	
  Study	
  	
  
There is a bevy of theoretical research and texts written by graphic designers on the
subject of typography, there is a deficiency in the amount of empirical research especially in
the study of a font’s individual letterforms as opposed to entire words and sentences. Also,
very little research was found on typeface use in business letters, which is applicable to the
research this study presents.
There was a study conducted by Sandra Ramsey Lines and Randy B. Carodine in the
on a study of business letter features and published in the Journal of Forensic Science. The
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purpose of the study was to “determine how common or rare certain features were in wordprocessed business letters” (1) which included the examination of the type style used in the
documents. Their findings showed that “Regarding type style, 77 (or 67%) of the letters
contained a Times Family font [being Times” (Lines and Carodine 2). Considering that the
context of the study focuses on typeface persuasiveness in a business letter, it will be
interesting to compare the results and observe if the most persuasive fonts will be those in
the same type family and, if so, the reasons for their popularity.
Another study conducted by Samuel Juni and Julie S. Gross, researchers at New
York University’s Department of Applied Psychology, tested the emotional and persuasive
perception of fonts, with the aim of the study being “to explore the latent affective and
persuasive meaning attributed to text when appearing in two commonly used fonts [which
were Times New Roman and Arial]” (35). Note that Juni and Gross’ study focuses on a text
and not individual letterforms, as is the case in this study. The foundation for their research
was the concept that typography affects the perception and meaning of a text as much as the
actual words. Juni and Gross did find correlations between the font and topic (39) and that
the findings indicated that “differing fonts have specific differential Emotional and
Persuasive aspects” (40) and suggested that the “latent meaning of the font style affects the
peripheral route to persuasion to alter the meaning and emotions attached to the content of
the reading” (40). They explain that the “peripheral route to persuasion” involves participant
reliance on intuitive judgment, rules of thumb, and incidental cues (Juni and Gross 39). The
researchers also add that their study was limited to “respondents [that] were American,
limiting generalizability of results to other populations” (41), a chasm which this thesis
attempts to traverse.
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While these two studies more closely tied to the field of psychology, within the field
of technical communication research on typography has been largely focused on font
personality and its impact on a text versus persuasiveness or usage.
Eva R. Brumberger, Director of the Professional Writing at Virginia Tech, was one
of the earliest investigators into font personality. In on of her studies on the rhetoric of
typography, she found that the data indicated that “for the tasks, texts, and typefaces used in
this study [Bauhaus Md BT, Counselor Script, and Times New Roman], typeface persona did
not have a significant impact on readers’ perception of text persona. That is, the visual
personality of a text did not have a large impact on readers’ perception of its verbal
personality” (230); as such, her conclusions actually contradict that of Juni and Gross.
Mackiewicz used Brumberger’s study as a basis for her own exploration into typeface
personality with the similar objective of determining how fonts affect the way a written text
is perceived. However, Mackiewicz delved further into the previous research by suggesting
that “technical communicators can use a research-driven approach to analyze objectively the
extent to which a typeface’s personality meshes with the intended tone of a document” (291)
and that her study “describes how technical communicators can analyze…letterforms that
are dense with anatomical information...to gauge the extent to which a typeface will
contribute a friendly or a professional personality to a document” (291). Mackiewicz used
the letterforms J, a, g, e, and n to make font personality assessments and in her article How
to Use Five Letterforms to Gauge a Typeface’s Personality: A Research-Driven
Method, she specifically delved into the “professional” and “friendly” designations.
This thesis expands on Mackiewicz’s typeface personality study by considering the
anatomical characteristics of typefaces through a lens of persuasiveness, to determine if the
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structural features of letterforms contribute to their being persuasive in a latent affective or
more conscious way. Also, the conductor of this study utilized a modified selection of her
data collection instruments so that the results from each study could be compared to
determine if any potential correlations between typeface personality and persuasiveness exist. 	
  

Why	
  is	
  an	
  Empirical	
  Study	
  of	
  Font	
  Persuasiveness	
  Needed?	
  	
  
While the literature suggests the rhetorical effect of typography on the audience does
in fact exist and is habitually perceptive in nature, most of these texts are largely theoretical,
based on opinions, and lack empirical substance that would supply support to the claims.
Therefore, an empirical study of font persuasiveness is needed to provide more concrete
evidence of the latent affective nature of typefaces. A determination of how persuasiveness
in fonts is perceived, if it is through anatomical characteristics or other mediums, is also
significant.
Based on Mackiewicz’s study, as well as other previous research and the researchers
objectives as outlined through the points discussed earlier in the chapter, the purpose of the
study is to determine:
•

What are the anatomical characteristics that are most important in evaluation
typeface persuasiveness?

•

Are there other contributing factors to font persuasiveness?

•

Do people become bored with default fonts?

•

Can font choice for persuasiveness be used across cultures?

Lupton nicely summarizes what the research questions for this study seek to
accomplish: “A design theory oriented toward cultural interpretation rather than universal
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perception would consciously address the conventional, historically changing aspect of
words and images in design problems” (63). While this study does not create a design theory
on which to base typographical choices, it does take a step in that direction.
In the next chapter, the researchers will introduce the basics of typography that will
be necessary for readers to be exposed to before delving into the methodology, findings, and
conclusions, in order to be able to fully comprehend some of the particulars of this study.
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CHAPTER	
  2	
  
AN	
  INTRODUCTION	
  TO	
  TYPOGRAPHY	
  
	
  
An	
  Introduction	
  to	
  Typography	
  	
  
The purpose of this portion of the chapter is twofold: to define the language of the
field of typography for those who have been little exposed to its terminology, as well as to
define the terms as they will be used in this study. Typographer Robert Bringhurst elucidates
the importance of such clarity by equating typology (in this case, what will be defined as the
study of typography) with other fields of scientific study. Scientific description and
classification is crucial, just as in any other quantitative field study, and especially as it is a
relatively emergent field in terms of scientific inquiry, “…the infant science of typology
involves precise measurement, close analysis, and the careful use of technical descriptive
terms” (Bringhurst 121).
Even the definition of the term ‘typography’ has shifted from its original meaning
over the course of history, with invention and technology being mostly responsible for this
move. Typography was once strictly “the term for printing through the use of independent,
movable, and reusable bits of metal, each of which has a raised letterform on its top” (Meggs
58). However, the current definition has less to do with the physicality of setting type and
more with the design of type itself. The word ‘typography’ now relates to the creation of
typeface designs, as well as to the arrangement and layout of type in documents and other
formats, and can even go as far as to encompass the history, cultural implications, and the
field of typography as a whole.
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As typography and technology have evolved, many other terms have changed and
some have amalgamated together so as to be interchangeable with one another. One
example is the terms “font” and “typeface.” Originally, these two words had completely
separate meanings. Traditionally, “…a font was a collection of metal characters representing
the complete character set of a particular design (all characters, numerals, signs, symbols,
etc.), all of the same weight, style, and size” (Strizver 31). In the present day, a “font”
“…refers to the complete character set of a particular type design or typeface in digital
form” (Strizver 31); this is due to digital fonts’ letterforms being easily manipulated through
the use of various computer programs and, therefore, exclude the categories of size, and at
times weight, in the original definition.
Alternately, a typeface is usually defined as all type in a single design set (MerriamWebster.com) or “the specific design of an alphabet” (Craig 14), but it is noted that the word
has also taken on new meaning, encompassing with it the design aspect of type making the
definition ambiguous (McLean 7). In previous history, “Fonts…weren’t the same as
typefaces, and typefaces weren’t the same as type” (Lupton 31); now, all these terms have
evolved, fused, and eventually come to mean the same thing and, in the present day, the two
terms are commonly used in place of one another. Though typographical purists may balk
against swapping their usage, the terms “font” and “typeface” are used interchangeably in
the text of this thesis.
The	
  Anatomy	
  of	
  a	
  Typeface	
  	
  
Next, it is essential to have a basic knowledge of those terms that will surface when
describing the various parts of typeface anatomy being explored in this study, “anatomy”
meaning the actual structures that are put together to create individual letterforms, which are
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central to this investigation of typeface persuasiveness. In addition, becoming familiar with
letterform structure not only assists in communication about typefaces, but it “educates your
eye to see and recognize the underlying structure of various designs and subsequently the
differences between them” (Strizver 40). Most of these are more easily illustrated than
explained and are graphically exhibited in Figure 2.1.
There are a few variations to naming conventions in typeface anatomy, which is yet
another of the reasons that it is necessary to outline and define the anatomical characteristics
being explored in this study. The reference for the figure below was based on a selection of
figures in Ellen Lupton’s quintessential typography book, Thinking With Type, as well as
adaptations from typedia.com, typographydeconstructed.com, and fontshop.com. The
anatomical characteristics outlined in the figure also coincide with the coding categories that
will be utilized in the study analysis so it will be beneficial to be acquainted with the specific
features. To offer additional clarification to the graphical representations of the anatomical
characteristics in the figure, definitions for each have also been provided.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of different parts of typeface anatomy and their definitions
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As seen in the graphic, font anatomy is extensive and illustrates the variety of ways a
typeface may be manipulated in the fundamentals of its design. With the almost endless
design potential in building a typeface, a study such as the one presented in this thesis is
important in assisting typographers with conscientious decision-making in their design.
Type	
  Classifications	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
In order to fully understand the variety and importance of typeface anatomy and its
influences on perception, it is important to be exposed to their backgrounds and cultural
influences. Here, type classifications will be described, then the fonts being examined in this
study will be categorized. This will assist readers in understanding more about why some
typefaces that may look similar are in fact very different in their design influences, and why it
would be practical to use them in the same study.
The Printing Industries of America established the eight “official” general
classification groups for typefaces (Firmage 42) and is “roughly classified according to the
difference in stroke (thick and thin relation and balance), formation of serifs, and curve
stress or axis of the type design” (Firmage 42). Even with a system by which to classify
fonts, Richard Firmage, an award-winning book designer and editor, states that, “any form
of classification [of typefaces] is somewhat arbitrary” (42) due to a font’s potential to fit into
more than one classification group. Still, the eight are: 1) Old Style; 2) Transitional; 3)
Modern; 4) Square serif (also known as “Egyptian” or “slab serif”); 5) Sans serif; 6) Black
letter; 7) Cursive and Script; and 8) Decorative typefaces. Firmage states that “all have
numerous variants, but the last two especially are “catch-all” categories based on no fixed
design elements and containing all sorts of otherwise unrelated forms” (42-43).
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The classifications adopted by the British Standards Committee is divided into 11
groups, including 1) Humanist; 2) Garald; 3) Transitional; 4) Didone; 5) Slab serif; 6) Lineal;
7) Glyphic; 8) Script; 9) Graphic; 10) Blackletter; and 11) Non-Latin type forms. Both sets of
classifications play a part in assisting to categorize the fonts used in this study, especially as
many of the references the researcher found used an fusion of both to make classifications
(Monem 65-70). Since there are over 100,000 fonts in the world (Garfield 4), parsing the
mass into related groups makes it easier to comprehend their ancestry.
The 10 typefaces that will be explored in this study, and also classified below, are:
Rockwell, Garamond, Courier New, Handwriting – Dakota, Times New Roman, Verdana,
Brush Script MT, Helvetica, Comic Sans MS, and Futura. The rationale for choosing these
particular fonts for study will be delineated in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.2: Example of the Rockwell typeface

Rockwell – classification: geometric slab serif (Riggs 80). This typeface exhibits heavy
serifs that are defined “by its monoline form terminated with thick square-faced serifs…[that
exhibit] thick main strokes with little contrast between the thicks and thins” (Monem 69).
Rockwell is also distinctive due to its “upper- and lowercase O [being] more of a circle than
an ellipse. [The] serif at the apex of uppercase A is distinct. The lowercase a is two-story,
[which is] somewhat incongruous for a geometrically drawn typeface” (wikipedia.com).
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Figure 2.3: Example of the Garamond typeface

Garamond – classification: garald, old style serif (Riggs 64). The garald group of
typefaces “generally exhibit[s] greater contrast in the relative thickness of the strokes than in
humanist designs…[and the] serifs are scooped, sturdy, without being heavy and the axis of
the curves is inclined to the left. Lower case letters have a horizontal bar and the serifs of the
ascenders in these letters are oblique” (Monem 66). Garamond is said to be a very consistent
font and one of the most legible and readable to use with printed documents
(wikipedia.com). Some of the unique characteristics of this typeface are “the small bowl of
the a and the small eye of the e [and] long extenders and top serifs have a downward slope”
(wikipedia.com).

Figure 2.4: Example of the Courier New typeface

Courier New – classification: monospaced slab serif (Riggs 62). Monospacing refers
to the letters of the typeface being the same width apart no matter the width of the letter
itself. While not exhibiting the “thick” characteristic of most slab serif typefaces, Courier
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New does fit the description of having a “monoline form terminated with thick square-faced
serifs…[and exhibits] thick main strokes with little contrast between the thicks and thins”
(Monem 69). Courier New is a successor of Courier, which is a font “designed to resemble
the output from a strike-on typewriter” (wikipedia.com). However, “Courier New features
higher line spacing than Courier [and] punctuation marks are reworked to make the dots and
commas heavier” (wikipedia.com).

Figure 2.5: Example of the Handwriting – Dakota typeface

Handwriting – Dakota – classification: graphic or script (Monem 69-70). The
researcher was unable to procure any information regarding this particular typeface, most
likely due to its not being as established in the font community as its study counterparts. As
such, the determination to classify it both as graphic and script was derived from it fitting
both categories. In American classification, it would be a script because of there is no
delineation between “cursive” and “script.” However, British standards would set it in the
“graphic” classification because that group is “made up of typefaces derived from handdrawn originals, executed with a brush, pen or pencil” (Monem 70) while “script”
classifications are said to specifically “imitate cursive writing as opposed to those which are
drawn” (Monem 69).
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Figure 2.6: Example of the Times New Roman typeface

Times New Roman – classification: legible transitional serif (Riggs 86). This typeface
was designed for The Times newspaper (Riggs 87) and “it remains one of the most common
typefaces worldwide and is frequently used in book publishing and by other newspapers”
(Riggs 87). For as popular and common as this typeface is, the researcher was unable to find
any specific details regarding the design of its letterforms.

Figure 2.7: Example of the Verdana typeface

Verdana – classification: humanist sans serif (wikipedia.com). Humanist typefaces
are “characterised by having very little contrast between the thicks and the thins, heavily
bracketed serifs [when used in the design] and an oblique vertical stress” (Monem 66).
Verdana is said to be similar to Frutiger, which is also a humanist typeface (Riggs 140). This
font “was designed to be readable at small sizes on a computer screen. The lack of serifs,
large x-height, wide proportions, loose letter-spacing, large counters, and emphasized
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distinctions between similarly-shaped characters are chosen to increase legibility”
(wikipedia.com).

Figure 2.8: Example of the Brush Script MT typeface

Brush Script MT – classification: script (Monem 69). Brush Script MT is defined as a
“casual connecting script [with the] face exhibit[ing] an exuberant graphic stroke emulating
the look of handwritten letters with an ink brush. Lowercase letters are deliberately irregular
to further effect the look of handwritten text” (wikipedia.com).

Figure 2.9: Example of the Helvetica typeface

Helvetica – classification: sans serif, lineal, neutral, neo-grotesque (Riggs 166). The
lineal group is a “wide-ranging group of type faces without serifs generally known as ‘sans
serif’ or just ‘sans’” (Monem 69), and neo-grotesque refers to the typeface having “greater
evenness in the strokes than with grot [grotesque] faces with no noticeable stress [and] the
ends of the curved strokes are usually horizontal” (Monem 69). Helvetica was said to be
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“refined for neutrality and clarity” (Riggs 167) with the aim of the design being “to create a
neutral typeface that had great clarity, no intrinsic meaning in its form, and could be used on
a wide variety of signage” (wikipedia.com).

Figure 2.10: Example of the Comic Sans MS typeface

Comic Sans – classification: script or graphic (Monem 70). Comic Sans is a “casual
script typeface” (wikipedia.com), as is Brush Script MT, and is described as a “nonconnecting script…designed to imitate the historical look of comic book lettering, for use in
informal documents” (wikipedia.com). However, just as with Handwriting – Dakota, Comic
Sans could also potentially be classified as “graphic” because of its being created from
something closer to “hand-drawn originals, executed with a brush, pen or pencil” (Monem
70) and is not a cursive typeface.

Figure 2.11: Example of the Futura typeface
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Futura – classification: sans serif, lineal geometric (Riggs 144). Futura is a geometric
sans serif typeface whose letterforms are largely based on geometric shapes (wikipedia.com).
It is also described as a modern typeface that expresses inventive modernity rather than
being revivals of previous designs (wikipedia.com) and “has an appearance of efficiency and
forwardness” (wikipedia.com). Futura is “derived from simple geometric forms (nearperfect circles, triangles, and squares) and is based on strokes of near-even weight, which are
low in contrast” (wikipedia.com).

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Table 2.1: Typeface classifications for this study
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Serifs	
  vs.	
  Sans	
  Serifs	
  	
  	
  
Apart from their proper classifications, typefaces are generally divided into the
categories of “serif” and “sans serif” at their most basic level of typographical description.
Serifs are the ornamental details that decorate the terminals of some typefaces, or more
simply “the feet and tips of the letters” (Garfield 34), and are said to “show the pen doubling
back onto itself, emphasizing the end of the stroke. …[and] at the baseline, tend to be level,
tying the letters not to each other but to an invisible common line” (Bringhurst 56). Serifs
are also said to make the letters in a font look “traditional, square, honest and carved”
(Garfield 35) while also heralding their historical lineage, to some extent.
The purpose of serifs is not merely to be decorative or to distinguish the font
through superfluous design but to assist in the readability of a typeface. By being tied
together on a common line, the serifs help to connect the letters together at the baseline and
lead the eye easily from one letter in a word to the next, making a text easier to scan and
read. However, some fonts are not designed with these details.
Sans serif typefaces are those fonts “whose most obvious characteristic is the
absence of serifs” (Meggs 129), and by dropping the extraneous features the font became
“stark, rationally constructed skeletal forms” (Firmage 39). Initially, the purpose behind sans
serif typefaces was to create a font that was “seen as eminently functional and
unencumbered by historic baggage – that is, they echoed no tradition, proclaiming instead
the individual or period” (Firmage 39). Many typographers would argue that there is not a
way to design a typeface that is not influenced in some way by history. For example, some
say that, “sans serif typefaces may appear less formal and more contemporary, but they can
be as redolent of tradition as a brass band” (Garfield 35).
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Richard Firmage suggests that, “In practice…though sans serif types have achieved a
great measure of popularity, they have not supplanted the older Romans in general use,
beauty, or legibility” (Firmage 39). While popular opinion varies on whether serif or sans
serif is the better default typographical choice in the construction of documents, and
providing insight into this conundrum is one of the one of the reasons for this study.
Legibility	
  vs.	
  Readability	
  	
  
Differentiating between legibility and readability, and what the term “readability” will
refer to in later chapters is significant to this study. The definitions of these terms is similar
because “they both relate to the ease and clarity with which one reads type, [but] they
actually refer to two different things” (Strizver 59). Legibility is said to refer to “the actual
design of the typeface” (Strizver 59), “the quality of the typeface design” (Craig 63), and “the
degree to which individual letters can be distinguished from each other” (Jury 58).
Since this study is exploring typeface anatomy, and concentrating on the individual
letterforms for assessment, it may seem that legibility would be the researcher’s focus since
legibility, a font’s being able to be read without effort, focuses on individual letters (Craig
63). It is said that legibility influences readability (Jury 56), and that is not argued here.
However, the factor that will lend readability to this study is this: “readability refers to how
the typeface is set” (Strizver 59) and is created through “the design of the printed page”
(Craig 63). Since the instrument for the assessment of the individual characters is set up as a
printed page consisting of a group of words that form a sentence, while legibility may be
implied within the evaluation of letterform anatomy, readability is more aptly applied.
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Additionally, in this study it was noted that participants refer to certain
characteristics, words, and phrases being in terms of being “easy to read” or “not easy to
read,” so in an effort to also reduce reader confusion, readability took precedence.
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CHAPTER	
  3	
  
METHODOLOGY	
  

	
  

Study	
  Objective	
  &	
  Chapter	
  Preview	
  	
  
Study	
  Objective	
  	
  	
  	
  
Implementing an observational, qualitative study that involves eye-tracking
methodologies combined with surveys and retrospective talk-aloud protocol, this study
endeavors to determine if the anatomical characteristics of typefaces influence a reader’s
perception of a font’s persuasiveness. I specifically chose to examine typeface persuasiveness
within a business context, and between two distinct cultural groups, in an effort to provide
insight into many multicultural and intercultural design issues that occur in typical business
communications. The purpose of this study is to add to, and move a step beyond,
Mackiewicz’s typeface personality study and to ascertain if specific parts of typeface structure
influence an individual’s perception beyond the overall stylistic assessment of a font when
viewed as a set of words and paragraphs.
Even if exact features lending to persuasiveness could not be identified through this
study, initially the researcher hoped to support Mackiewicz’s findings through the data. In
doing so, it would assist in creating additional validity for the conclusions of her study since
they could be duplicated. This is especially significant since many of the same instruments
are employed and will lead to the ability to “reanalyze the data to confirm the [previous]
conclusions” (Goubil-Gambrell 590).
Although largely based on Mackiewicz’s research, this study is unique in that not
only does it move past previous research in typeface personality, but also uses the latest in
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eye-tracking technology to do so. Eye-tracking itself has barely been utilized as a research
tool due to its being costly both in time and equipment. However, new eye-tracking systems
are not only smaller and more affordable, but portable, allowing for use in the field as well as
in the lab.
The results of this study are of importance pedagogically as well as practically, and
can be used by advertisers, textbook publishers, politicians, web designers, and other groups
who will benefit from increasing the persuasiveness of their messages. The significance of
eye-tracking lie in its confidence value, or in its ability to create concrete, verifiable data that
visually displays where a person is looking at any particular time and on which areas their
attention is being focused.
Chapter	
  Overview	
  	
  
This chapter details the exact methods and measures used to conduct the study that
forms the foundation for this thesis. Several pilot studies were implemented prior to the fullscale study; these were integral in the evolution of many of the instruments utilized in the
final study as well as modifications made to other areas pertaining to the methodology, such
as font selection and site selection. Mackiewicz’s font personality study is also foundational
to certain aspects of this study, such as in the font selection and survey design, as well as
being the initial inspiration for this study as a whole. All elements contributing to the final
study design will be discussed in this chapter. The sections of this chapter are divided into
the following categories:

	
  

•

Participant Selection

•

Site Selection
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•

Font Selection

•

An Introduction to Eye-Tracking

•

Instrumentation

•

Procedure

This study was executed in three separate phases, which will be outlined in the
subsections to the categories listed above; they are:
•

Phase I: Eye-Tracking

•

Phase II: Characteristic Assessment

•

Phase III: Survey

Retrospective think-aloud protocol was additionally incorporated into each of the
three phases, and its purpose and use in each phase will also be detailed.

Participant	
  Selection	
  	
  
One participant group consisted of native English-speaking Americans, and the
other of native Chinese speakers of Chinese descent who also spoke English as a second
language. The composition of the participant pool was restricted to people aged 22-32 in
order to keep the age of individuals within a close generational cohort. This range also
encompassed the age bracket that will remain in the workforce for the longest amount of
time, from their entering the labor force until retirement age, so as to keep collected data
applicable and relevant for the longest term possible. Individuals taking part in this study
were also required to be students at any institution of higher education or have completed a
degree from such an institution; therefore, the target demographic was narrowed to
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university students or graduates since people participating in business communications are
most likely to have earned a college degree.
The age and education restriction was necessary due to the fact that biologically
mature individuals will be more likely able to grasp the abstract concept of “persuasiveness”
that this study presents than would a younger population. Scientific evidence supports the
existence of brain development and maturity being directly linked with the age of an
individual. In particular, Nico Dosenbach et al from Washington University’s School of
Medicine conducted a brain maturity prediction study to determine the optimum functional
brain maturity in individuals ranging from 7-30 years of age; he noted that functional
maturity was affected and determined by both developmental and experiential influences
(1359). Dosenbach’s tests showed that the human mean maximum brain age, or the age
where brain maturation is highest, was roughly 22 years; maturation levels increase
marginally and remain consistent throughout the ages 23-30 (1361). Also, since recruitment
was to take place on a university campus, individuals in this age range were more readily
available for study than were more mature persons.
In addition to the age restrictions, maintaining a consistent education level will more
accurately gauge and be representative of the average American and Chinese populations
who will receive the most benefit from the results of this study.
To deflect sampling bias, the participants were as equal in age and education level as
possible. The number of participants totaled 32: 16 Americans and 16 Chinese; this quantity
gave adequate representation for each group of college students. In each set, half the
participants were male and half were female to ensure equal gender representation and
guarantee there was no gap in regards to gender equality.
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A concern researchers recruiting in academic settings typically encounter is that
“student participants are readily available, however, their results may not generalize to the
target audience” (Duchowski 176). However, considering that the target groups for the study
are the collective American and Chinese student populations, it was reasonable to obtain a
sample from campus, as well as via networking for those persons who already hold a college
degree and fit the demographic. Also, given that the study is qualitative in nature, random
selection was not required since there was no need to create a control or a treatment group.
Goubil-Gambrell states that as much as a researcher performing a qualitative study may
attempt to recruit subjects who are representative of a group, it is most often the case that
participants are chosen based on availability and not their ability to match the desired profile;
additionally, there is no statistical way to prove if an exact correlation does exist (588).
Due to the scope of the study, paying individuals for their participation was
impractical. Therefore, volunteer subjects will be sought through various networking
methods so that the necessary number of individuals to be tested will be met.
	
  
Site	
  Selection	
  	
  
It is preferable for the study site to remain consistent throughout the data collection
process; however, because participants were not being monetarily compensated, it was
necessary, at times, to change the site to accommodate the participant in order to encourage
their participation. The parent site was the Clemson University Usability Testing Facility
(UTF), located on the fourth floor of Daniel Hall on the Clemson University campus. If it
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was required that testing take place at an alternate location, all efforts were taken so that the
secondary sites mimicked the environment of the primary site.
Due to the restraints inherent with research that incorporates the use of eye-tracking
equipment, the data collection technology dictated which locations were appropriate.
Duchowski concurs that eye-tracking hardware determines whether a study needs to be
constrained to the lab, or if the study equipment is able to be used “in the field”; since this
study used what he characterizes as “smaller and more portable equipment,” data collection
is not strictly limited to a lab environment (160). However, Duchowski also states that
control over the study setting is the main reason to conduct research in a laboratory (160). A
lab is a detractor because it calls into question the “generalizability of results to less artificial
settings of one’s office, home, etc…[but while] laboratory experiments suffer from a
reduction in ecological validity…through increased control, gain internal validity”
(Duchowski 160). In the end, it is the controlled environment of the Usability Testing
Facility that made it good choice for the primary site.
Also, the characteristics and layout of the Usability Testing Facility suit it to an eyetracking based study. Holmqvist suggests, through his own experience, that a large, well-lit
room with minimal direct and ambient sunlight is preferable, and that the lab be illuminated
with fluorescent lighting “which emits less infrared light and vibrates less than incandescent
bulbs” (17). While the Usability Testing Facility does have several windows, they are only of
medium size and are positioned in such a way that they directly face another building that is
taller than the floor on which the lab is located. The space between the buildings is roughly
20 feet, so they are fairly close in proximity; therefore, no direct sunlight, if any, is able to
enter the room.
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The Usability Testing Facility also uses fluorescent lighting, which keeps interference
with the eye-tracking equipment to a minimum. The basis for concern behind any additional
infrared light and vibration is that both have the potential to obstruct the eye-tracker’s
electromagnetic signal, thereby potentially disrupting data collection or rendering data
invalid. A soundproof environment is also favored; however, I do not have access to such a
space and I anticipate that my participants will not likely be distracted by peripheral noise
due to the location of the Usability Testing Facility and my knowledge of its student traffic.
In spite of the room not being soundproof, the Usability Testing Facility does boast a highoutput, low noise AVHC system that was installed for the function of soundproofing the
ventilation system.

Font	
  Selection	
  	
  
The typefaces examined in the pilot studies were adapted from those used in
Mackiewicz’s research (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Typefaces used in the pilot studies
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Mackiewicz used 1 total of 15 typefaces in her font personality study, eight of which
were implemented in the pilot studies for the research being conducted here for font
persuasiveness. Handwriting – Dakota was substituted in the pilots for Bradley Hand ITC
due to the software available to the researcher not giving that particular typeface as an
available option; Handwriting – Dakota is very similar to Bradley Hand ITC in it’s design, so
it was thought to be a suitable replacement. Curlz MT, which was not utilized in
Mackiewicz’s study, was used in the pilot studies because the researcher wanted to test a
typeface that was obviously and more remarkably different than other fonts being examined.
The results of Mackiewicz’s typeface personality study were focused on defining two
distinct font personas: “professional” and “friendly.” It had been the researcher’s hypothesis
that those typefaces deemed “professional” would also be “persuasive” to participants and
those that were “friendly” would likewise be designated as “non-persuasive,” when applied
in a business context. This was the basis for the rationale behind the pilot font choices.
	
  

The hypothetical categorization of a font being “persuasive” or “non persuasive”

prior to the full-scale study was abandoned in Pilot Study #2, due to the irrelevancy of
classification as it pertains to the research question. Hypothesizing beforehand whether a
particular typeface will or will not be perceived as persuasive to a reader has no concrete
importance as regards the determination of structural design as a contributor of
persuasiveness. It is also possible that such theorization may threaten objectivity and has the
potential to color the researcher’s interpretations of the data.
Seven of the 10 typefaces tested in the pilot studies were employed in the full-scale
study and three were substituted (see Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Typefaces used in the full-scale study

Century Schoolbook, Brittanic MT Bold, and Curlz MT were replaced with
Rockwell, Garamond, and Futura. There were several reasons for the substitutions, which
were influenced by information gleaned from the pilot studies as well as further
development of the study objective as a whole.
It was important that the typeface selection not only adhere to Mackiewicz’s original
“professional” and “friendly” designations, thereby creating a parallel between the her study
and the pilot studies, but also to test those typefaces which are most commonly used by the
general public, as well as design and business professionals. The font selections were based
on commonality in use by standard computer software, consistent web and graphic designer
preference, prevalence in traditional newspaper and book publishing, and overall user
popularity, as well as unpopularity (for statistical specifics, see Appendix D).
Rockwell replaced Brittanic MT Bold due to its being a popular font used by web
designers. They are both similar in thickness but Rockwell possesses a characteristic that no
other font in the pilot studies had – slab serifs. The researcher theorized that serifs would be
an important characteristic in the assessment of font persuasiveness, so it was determined
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that it should be used in the final study. Additionally, while Century Schoolbook and
Garamond are similar in form, Garamond was another font that was ranked as being a
popular choice for typographers and designers, whereas Century Schoolbook was not;
therefore, Garamond was used in the final study. Finally, the pilot studies showed that Curlz
MT was so overtly unpersuasive in most any context for the pilot study participants that the
researcher decided to evaluate that particular font in the final study would be impractical. So,
Futura was added to the list of typefaces to be assessed in the final study because it was also
another font that was frequently on the list of popular typefaces used by designers, as well as
its classification as a sans serif adding consistency to the representation between fonts.
To keep representation of font type and classification as even as possible, there were
four serifs, three sans serifs, and three script fonts evaluated in the final study; this helped to
avoid the influence of one font style being weighted over the others. Additionally, the choice
of typefaces was made purposefully in order to test those deemed as “professional” and
“friendly” against one another, so an even number of each are represented. A few were
specifically chosen due to their perceptions as being unpopular in all but only the most
specialized of circumstances, namely the two script fonts and Comic Sans. The script-type
fonts, Brush Script MT and Handwriting – Dakota, were chosen, as it is commonly
perceived that script typefaces are generally taboo, especially in regards to their use in
business contexts. It is interesting to determine if it is more than a readability issue for this
stereotype, and if any part of the script fonts can be seen as persuasive within a business
context. As an additional measure, a cursive and two different handwriting scripts were
chosen so the different designs could be compared against one another to gauge if one style
was more persuasive than the other.
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In summary, Rockwell was chosen for its popularity, as well as it’s being a very
strong slab-type font, which lends diversity to the san-serif set being examined. Comic Sans
has been largely considered as trite by design professionals, yet is still one of the most
popular and widely used typefaces in existence. Futura is both popular and atypically
designed, and its architecture contrasts well with the other sans serif typefaces being studied.
Times New Roman is arguably the most well-known and widely used typeface in existence,
so it was very relevant to include it in the study. Helvetica shares Time’s popularity and use,
as does Garamond. Courier New is one that had been popular in the past but has been
moved into obscurity due to its archaic, typewriter-influenced design.
Part of the explorative nature of this study is to test the roles of cultural biases in
regards to typefaces and their persuasiveness value. As such, the fonts in this study were
inevitably chosen based on American perception and bias. This will act as a gauge to
determine if American and Chinese perception of typeface persuasiveness is similar, and if
cultural influence had a role in that determination.
	
  
An	
  Introduction	
  to	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  
The use of eye-tracking as a tool for research, especially in non-scientifically based
fields, is still in its infancy; however, “the number of researchers and others who use eyetrackers has grown enormously over the past 20 years” (Holmqvist 11). Given its “newbie”
status, it is interesting to reveal that eye-tracking systems have been in development for a
longer span of time than most would have initially conjectured. It is only with the synthesis
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of computers and other electronic systems that eye-tracking has been able to become a valid
and reliable research tool.
A	
  Brief	
  History	
  of	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  	
  
The earliest eye-tracking systems were created in the late 1800’s but were rough and
highly mechanical instruments, making them very uncomfortable for participants while in
use; in some models, the problem of head movement was solved by incorporating a bite-bar
coated in partially cooled sealing wax (Holmqvist 9). In these first systems, there was no
completely dependable way to record eye-tracking movements. However, the evolution of
eye-tracking made a leap in the early twentieth century when photography was adapted to be
used with the instruments. It was found that the reflection of a light source on the fovea,
which Google Dictionary calls the “small depression in the retina…where visual acuity is
highest,” could be photographed, producing accurate and consistent information (Holmqvist
9). Holmqvist asserts that, “in recent years [this principle] has become the dominating
technique for recording eye movements” (9).
Other techniques began developing in the 1950’s, and by the mid 1970’s the most
profound shift occurred – researchers had previously been personally responsible for
designing and building their own eye-tracking devices, but companies began to arise that
designed, built, and sold eye-tracking systems (Holmqvist 10-11). The legitimacy of the eyetrackers from these outlets were validated by the fact that these companies employed
engineers to design the systems and, by the late 1980’s, the number of companies offering
eye-tracking hardware grew exponentially (Holmqvist 11). Today, many of these companies
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are well established in the eye-tracking discipline and respected for the quality of apparatus
they distribute.
Eye-‐Tracking	
  Fundamentals	
  	
  	
  	
  
In order to understand how the data from this study will be analyzed, it is important
to know the basics of eye-tracking systems as well as a bit of the terminology that appears in
the methodology and data analysis. While eye-trackers today are much more advanced and
dependable than their predecessors, researchers agree that they are not entirely devoid of
technical flaws. Holmqvist sustains that, among the characteristic difficulties in eye-tracking
research, the most prevalent are data management and quality issues, as well as bugs in both
the hardware and software that require system knowledge to diagnose and circumvent (11).
Holmqvist also brings attention to the fact that eye-tracking devices are advanced
physiological measuring systems, mostly produced in a small series (11), indicating that
reliability comes with use of each individual device. Holmqvist then goes on to say, “not
enough people have tested and given feedback on [eye-trackers] for you to be able to trust
their functionality like you trust a DVD player, a microwave oven, or even a laptop
computer” (11).
Typically a higher sampling frequency, or the speed at which the eye-tracking system
operates, is more reliable at calculating some of the more intricate eye-tracking measures;
however, these high-speed devices are more expensive, more restrictive for participants, and
generate larger data files (Holmqvist 30-31). Considering that slower units can easily produce
individual participant files in the 5-10GB range, depending on the tasks, this is something
that researchers should take into account before buying or using an eye-tracking system.
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Sampling frequency is usually measured in hertz (Hz), and commercial eye-trackers generally
operate in the 30-120Hz with 300Hz generally topping out the higher end of the spectrum.
To gain a better understanding of sampling frequency works, Holmqvist explains
that “a 50Hz eye-tracker records the gaze direction of participants 50 times per second” (30);
therefore, the higher the sampling frequency the less chance that an eye-tracked recording
will contain gaps in the data from the time between signal samplings. For example, “if you
have a 50 Hz system, you have 20 ms between samples, so the saccade can start anywhere
within that window of no sampling (of 20 ms)” (Holmqvist 31). This may sound as if a
device operating at a slower sampling frequency is not reliable, but in reality, a 50 Hz eyetracker is more than adequate for most studies. In fact, the most common frequency for
remote and head-mounted eye-trackers is 50-60 Hz (Holmqvist 30). In fact, this study
utilizes a 50 Hz head-mounted eye-tracker, which is the most commonly used configuration.
Head-mounted eye-trackers vary in construction and typically employ a monocular
design as opposed to a binocular one. The bulk of eye-tracking research is done
monocularly, recording data from only one of the participants’ eyes; data is gathered this way
because it is commonly believed by researchers that both eyes tend to have coordinating
movements that occur at roughly the same time and are looking at the same point in space
(Holmqvist 59). Holmqvist offers a second reason, which is that monocular eye-trackers are
less expensive than their binocular counterparts and are therefore more practical (59),
especially since researchers have a tendency to be under budgetary constraints.
Eye-trackers also need to be “robust”; robustness is equitable to versatility, and
“refers to how well an eye-tracker works for a large variety of participants” (Holmqvist 57).
A lack of robustness can lead to large amounts of data loss and potentially poor data quality.
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The eye-tracker used in this study is robust in the sense that the camera and LED are greatly
variable in terms of positioning, which is helpful with participants who wear glasses or may
be bothered by the device (Holmqvist 57).
For this study, the most important terms when discussing eye-tracking analysis are
“saccade” and “fixation.” Saccades are defined as “rapid eye movements used in
repositioning the fovea to a new location in the visual environment” (Duchowski 42), or
more basically the path the eye takes to get from one fixation point to another. Duchowski
claims that it is possible for people to control saccadic movements, but that they are
generally reflexive in nature (42). It is debated whether a person is able to “see” what is in
their line of vision during a saccade, to which Duchowski contributes “saccades range in
duration from 10 ms to 100 ms, which is a sufficiently short duration to render the executor
effectively blind during the transition” (42). However, this does not concretely disprove that
a participant is able to “see” during a saccade, and this will be taken into account during the
data analysis.
Fixations are the destination points on which the eye focuses between saccades, or
“the eye movements that stabilize the retina over a stationary object of interest” (Duchowski
46). Fixations are correlated to both conscious and subconscious participant examination
points, indicating a potential AOI or “area of interest.” Both saccadic paths and the AOI’s
determined by fixations are imperative to eye-tracking analysis.
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Figure 3.3: Example of fixations and saccades

Concerns	
  in	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Methodology	
  and	
  Practice	
  	
  	
  
Although the use of eye-tracking as a research tool has only recently been seriously
utilized by scientists and researchers, as far back as 1967 researchers were aware of the
potential of eye-tracking and how “early eye movement visualization…shows the importance
of eye movement recording not only for its expressive power of depicting one’s visual
scanning characteristics, but also for its influence on theories of visual attention and
perception” (Duchowski 7).
The greatest hurdle that lies between a complete synthesis among researchers, eyetracking manufacturers, and disciplines is the lack of communication regarding eye-tracking
approaches, techniques, and even consistent terminology. Holmqvist attributes the
breakdown in learning transfer to the “fact that eye-tracking publications are so fragmented
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[it makes] it very difficult to find the best methods and measures” (455). Additionally, while
there are journals that exist showcasing eye-movement theory, none are dedicated to its
methodology or to the testing and standardization of eye-tracking hardware, software, and
data quality measurements (Holmqvist 455). Therefore, at least for beginning researchers in
eye-tracking the product manufacturers have become the authority regarding which methods
and measures are most appropriate with their device (Holmqvist 456). This can be seen in
both a positive and negative light; manufacturers are aware of the nuances of their products
and should be the default authority, yet the downside having only a single source of
information is the lack of insight that comes with exchanges within a discourse community.
Another shortcoming to the lack of exchange between researchers is the difficulty in
sharing common practices – what works and what doesn’t. There are no solidly established
eye-tracking measures and methodologies. It is for this reason that when designing a study
largely based on data gathered by eye-tracking devices, finding the right measure to use can
be difficult, especially for those “not trained in mathematics, computer science, or
experimental psychology, or who is working outside established eye-tracking paradigms”
(Holmqvist 455). This paradox, as Holmqvist calls it, results in researchers being unable to
choose the relevant measures to use among the multitude and “sometimes it is not even
apparent that a measure is relevant even when it is found” (455). These inconsistencies bring
researchers to making educated guesses about the best methodologies for their studies.
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Instrumentation	
  	
  	
  
The data collection instruments employed in this research investigation have all
undergone some form of design evolution from their initial implementation in the pilot
studies to their use in the full-scale study. Sound instrumentation is vital to the success of
any empirical study; therefore, an understanding of the researcher’s instrument design and
the reasons behind adaptations to their data collection methods are important in terms of
validating the instrument’s applicability to the study.
Phase	
  I:	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  
Eye-‐Tracking	
  Equipment	
  and	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Station	
  	
  
The eye-tracking equipment used in the pilot and full-scale study was the
EyeGuide™ eye-tracker from Grinbath, LLC. The system components included the headmounted eye-tracking headset, the software to capture and analyze eye-tracking data, and a
wireless USB receiver used to relay data signals from the hardware to the software. The
EyeGuide™ is a dark pupil tracking system that operates at 50 Hz, meaning the sampling
frequency for this device is 50 times per second.
The headset itself is comprised of a battery housing, which holds 3 AAA batteries, an
adjustable headband, a camera, and an IR/LED. The camera records the eye movements of
participants and is attached to the battery housing by an adjustable arm; the arm is used to
position the camera during calibration. The IR/LED is attached to the camera by a smaller
bendable arm that is used to adjust the placement of the IR/LED during calibration. An
antenna is attached to the camera, and is sends the electronic data signals from the hardware
to the software. For examples of the EyeGuide™ configuration, see Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Eye-tracker hardware configuration (front view – labeled)
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Figure 3.5: Eye-tracker hardware configuration (side view)

This particular unit was ideal for this study due to its user-friendly design and
portability. “Head-mounted gear is…becoming increasingly less cumbersome and more
affordable (Li et al., 2006) and hence can be used for various experiments performed outside
the lab” (Duchowski 160); therefore, since the ease of system transport from one test site to
the next was critical with this study, the EyeGuide™ was a good fit for both the study
objectives and its limitations.
Of course, the eye-tracking hardware and software are not the only pieces that
comprise the physical setup for eye-tracking an study. The other components include the
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computer that runs the software and displays the eye-tracking stimuli, as well any other parts
that make up the eye-tracking station.
The computer used in this study was a MacBook Pro laptop computer, mid 2010
model, with a 15. 4-inch (diagonal) widescreen, antiglare visual display operating at a
frequency of 50-60 Hz. The computer also has a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, Intel HD
Graphics, AirPort Extreme Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 2.1 + EDR (enhanced data rate) wireless
technology, and operates on Mac OS X v10.6 Snow Leopard software.
During the course of both the pilot and full-scale study, the screen resolution was set
at 1680x1050. While the screen resolution is higher than what is typically recommended for
eye-tracking studies in general, the pilot studies showed that the eye-tracking results at this
higher resolution were similar to that of the results from sessions where the resolution was
lower. The study investigator set a higher screen resolution in order to accommodate the
design of the eye-tracking stimuli, and when shown the resulting data, Grinbath engineers
confirmed that the unit was working effectively at the higher resolution and agreed that the
full-scale study could be conducted at the 1680x1050 resolution without jeopardizing the
accuracy of the eye-tracking data.
While screen resolution was not problematic in the course of the studies, the
researcher discovered during the pilot studies that lack of head stabilization would skew data
and render it unusable; as such, it was necessary to test and implement a way to keep a
participant’s head from moving during the eye-tracking portion of the study. Due to
financial restraints, it was not feasible to purchase a manufactured head stabilizing apparatus
and it became necessary for the researcher to invent a low cost, yet effective, alternative.
Since the eye-tracker being used in the study was of the head-mounted variety, a chin rest
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was the best method to use for head stabilization. Comfort and an easily transportable
equipment were constraints in designing the head stabilization apparatus, and in the end, the
researcher used a bean bag style rifle rest as the chin rest because of its pliability and ability
to conform to each participant’s chin shape as well as its relatively small size (see Figure 3.6
to see the chin rest used in the study).

Figure 3.6: Head stabilizing chin rest

The setup for the eye-tracking station was designed around the spaces in which the
study was to be conducted and the other equipment at the researcher’s disposal. Since the
participants would be sitting at a table in a chair, and that the table and chair heights would
possibly vary, these things were taken into consideration when designing the station layout.
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For the eye-tracker to be most effective and gather the most accurate data, it is
necessary for the participant to be on the same viewing level as the computer, with the
screen directly in front of them. In order for the computer to be raised to a level that would
be even with the participant viewpoint while sitting, a sturdy box constructed of cardboard
was used to raise the computer to eye level. During the study, the box and computer
configuration was placed approximately 18 inches from the participant so that maximum
viewing range could be achieved without peripheral distraction, while also being at a
comfortable distance to view the stimuli (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8 to view the eye-tracking
station setup).
With the computer at eye level, it was essential that the chin rest be able to be
adjusted to the same height. Again, the researcher found it was necessary to formulate a
solution that would be both practical and reliable. It was found that stacking books to
achieve a similar height with the computer solved this particular dilemma. The chin rest
height for individual participants was easily adjustable to their body size and comfort, and
the stacked books proved to be very stable (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8 to view the eye-tracking
station setup).
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Figure 3.7: Eye-tracking station with computer setup and head stabilization configuration
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Figure 3.8: Participant using the eye-tracking station

Eye-‐Tracking	
  Stimuli	
  
The basic design of the eye-tracking stimuli graphics remained the same from the
pilot studies to the full-scale study, with the exception of the changes in font discussed
earlier in this chapter. There were a total of 10 images for participants to view, each in one of
the 10 different typefaces selected for this study. A sample of the stimuli is below in the
Rockwell font (see Figure 3.9)
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Figure 3.9: Example of one of the eye-tracking stimuli

As mentioned earlier, the design of the eye-tracking stimuli rendered it necessary to
set the screen resolution at a higher setting in order to constrain the proportions of the
visual. For this portion of the study, the investigator realized that a participant visually
sampling every letter in the alphabet was not realistic; in order to meet the objectives of this
study it was necessary the letterforms being viewed were large so that any anatomical
characteristics that were potentially singled out are able to be seen easily in the recorded data
playback. It would theoretically be possible for a participant to view each letter individually
but with 26 letters in the alphabet and 10 separate fonts in this study, such a task would not
only be taxing to participants and unrealistic for analysis but also problematic
methodologically. Such a thing would completely ignore Duchowski and Holmqvist’s advice
to keep eye-tracking tasks short and simple.
Also, being able to view four letterforms while using the maximum amount of the
screen is possible with the computer being used in the study. The widescreen visual display is
best at 1680x1050 and allowed for four letters to be viewed at a time. At a lower resolution,
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the viewing field lost the widescreen aspect and the ability to view four letters at a time was
lost; as mentioned earlier, this is the rationale behind using a higher screen resolution for the
eye-tracking phase.
This being said, the researcher also realized that for participants to view only one or
two letters would not allow for the greatest data collection potential for this portion of the
study and that, in order to gain the most information from the letters selected, it would be
advantageous to use two different letters in the stimuli and show both the uppercase and
lowercase versions of those letterforms. Doing so would help to deflect bias by showing
both the uppercase and lowercase and lowercase versions of the letterforms, while also
allowing the researcher to ascertain if there are differences in eye movement and fixations
when participants judge uppercase and lowercase letterforms for persuasiveness.
The letterforms A, a and G, g were purposefully chosen as the representative eyetracking sample. It is not possible to display every different anatomical characteristic with
only two letterforms representing the entire alphabet, but the design of the A, a and G, g
display the maximum number as possible considering the limitations. Of the 36 anatomical
characteristics being coded in this study, the uppercase and lowercase versions of these two
letterforms demonstrate 24 of them. Mackiewicz also pointed out that stylized a’s and g’s
have the potential to determine typeface personality, and as such has the possibility of also
influencing persuasiveness.
Additionally, Garfield states that the a, along with n, h, and p, are the letterforms that
typographers will begin with when designing a font. So it can be reasoned that many of the
fundamentals exhibited in all the letterforms in a typeface will exist in the design of the A
and a (174). He goes on to say that the lowercase g is especially relevant because “it is usually
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the letter that gives the face away…it is with the g that designers let themselves go…[and] it
is where a lot of big decisions are made with regards to history and expression” (Garfield
174). Granted, no special case was made for the uppercase G, but the researcher decided
that including a different uppercase letterform in its place would be confusing and
distracting to participants with potentially detrimental results to the eye-tracking data.
Phase	
  II:	
  Characteristic	
  Assessment	
  	
  	
  
The characteristic assessment sheet was designed by the investigator of this study as
a method of triangulating the data with the eye-tracking results gathered in Phase I, as well as
means to provide more detailed visual evidence of participant’s choices and to concretely
verify which anatomical characteristics of the typefaces were persuasive and not persuasive.
The original instrument design used in the pilot studies was modified from an
illustration in Ellen Lupton’s book Thinking With Type, which gives a detailed representation
of the various typeface characteristics that are outlined in detail in Chapter 2 (see Figure 3.10
for an example of the pilot study characteristic assessment sheet).
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Figure 3.10: Example of one of the pilot study characteristic assessment sheet designs

Although the anatomical characteristics of the typefaces were well illustrated in the
original version of the characteristic assessment sheet, information gathered from
participants during the pilot studies established some unexpected flaws in the design. Firstly,
participants were confused by the various words on the page and if they were supposed to
be interpreted in some way. Also, many of the participants found a few of the words to be
off-putting and distasteful in context, such as “blood” and “flesh.” Furthermore, the study
investigator also realized that, while the pangram “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy
dog” was shown at the bottom of the page and gave an overview of all 26 letters in the
alphabet, the larger words did not show much of a variety in the individual letterforms.
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Those larger words are the ones most likely to be assessed by participants, since their
anatomical characteristics are more easily seen and marked as persuasive or not persuasive.
The researcher recognized that, for the characteristic assessment sheet to be most effective,
it should be redesigned.
The characteristic assessment sheet implemented in the full-scale study re-uses the
pangram “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” but is utilized in a more
purposeful and resourceful manner. The researcher wanted all 26 letters of the alphabet to
be presented on the page, but when the pangram is used in sentence form, only one
uppercase letterform is represented. During the redesigning process, one of the reiterations
of the characteristic assessment sheet contained all 26 letters in both uppercase and
lowercase form. However, the draft proved to be too cluttered and overwhelming for the
participants to use successfully, especially since the dimensions of the characteristic
assessment sheet is an 8.5x11 page.
Taking this into consideration, the researcher decided to use the pangram but divide
it evenly into three lines of text with the middle portion, as well as the beginning of the
sentence, to be in uppercase letters. While the design does not give equal representation to
uppercase and lowercase, it would give a random sampling of uppercase letterforms and
therefore provide some depiction for that set. The middle portion was decided upon for
reasons of balance; if the first or last line of text was all uppercase, it or one of the other
lines of text, depending on positioning, may be overlooked due to the uppercase being so
visually dominant. Also, random letters were not selected throughout for readability reasons
and potential for confusion. The period, technically a punctuation mark, does appear at the
end of the sentence because it felt more natural do include it since the pangram is a proper
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sentence. There is also room for comparison of the period with the dot found in the
lowercase i, and is the only punctuation mark that is so exactly similar to one of the features
of a regular letterform. An example of the final version of the characteristic assessment sheet
is below (see Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Example of one of the full-scale study characteristic assessment sheet designs

Phase	
  III:	
  Survey	
  	
  
In regards to the designing of survey instruments, MacNealy states that the most
important considerations should be for the format or layout, the types and wording of
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questions, and the scales that will be used for the answers (157). These cannons were
followed in the choice of survey designated for this study, as was keeping “the survey
attractive, with an easy-to-read and easy-to-do appearance” (MacNealy 157).
Since it had been designed with the above factors in mind, and since this study
endeavors to garner similar information, the design for the paper survey for this study was a
modification of the survey format implemented by Mackiewicz in her typeface personality
study, which she had likewise adapted from Brumberger (see Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Example of one of the pilot study survey instruments

The survey employed in the pilots for this study were replicas of the one Mackiewicz
had used; however, the participants were more often than not confused by the multiple
representations of the letters so, in the final study, the survey took a more straightforward
and directly relatable approach (see Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13: Example of one of the full-scale study survey instruments

Note that the alphabets showing the uppercase and lowercase versions of the letters
were removed, and the sentence was changed from the pangram “The quick brown fox
jumped over the lazy dog” to the query “The project needs to be completed in two weeks.
Can you help me?” This single-sentence reaction-prompting format not only simplified what
the participants had to evaluate, but it was more easily assessed according to the business
context provided by the researcher’s scenario. Additionally, the sentence was written to be as
neutral as possible, in order to keep it as applicable to the scenario as possible as well as
attempting to keep individual participant’s personal experiences from influencing their
reactions to the question.
Mackiewicz’s version of the survey also implemented a Likert-scale scoring system
with seven labeled options. It is easier for the researcher to code closed questions, in which
the answers that are acceptable are strictly controlled, versus open-ended questions where
the answers are less structured (Murphy 102). While open-ended questions are highly
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variable even in closed question surveys, variability in response is more desirable than a
simple “yes” or “no” reply, so a common strategy is to create a Likert-scale system that
employs multiple-response answers (Murphy 102).
The number of scored choices was modified from the original, giving eight options;
this was done to avoid participant inclination towards defaulting to the middle number of
the scoring sequence. Another way to combat this phenomenon is through reverse scoring,
which is done by giving different value scales for each of the typefaces then having different
numbers represent different values when the data is being analyzed (Murphy 103).
Due to the purpose and design of the survey, reverse scoring was not possible since
this study uses the “frequently used method to collect data…[which] employ tests or scales
that are summed or averaged to measure one variable” (Murphy 102-103). As such, to
prevent the design of everything being scored in the same direction and the trend among
participants of simply choosing the median number in such situations, an even-numbered
Likert-scale was used (Murphy 103). As such, there was no middle score to choose and so
participants would not be able to default to the most neutral choice. The participants scored
a typeface on a scale of “least persuasive” to “most persuasive” represented by the numbers
1-7, with 1 being least and 7 being most. If the participant was neutral or had no opinion
regarding typeface’s persuasiveness, they had the option to choose 0. With this scoring
system, the data can easily be analyzed using the corresponding numbers.
Stimulated	
  Retrospective	
  Think-‐Aloud	
  	
  
The Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud is an expansion of each of the three
phases and is utilized to further ensure the reliability of data evaluations, to concretely
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determine if a participant’s personal feelings about a typeface will influence its perceived
persuasiveness, as well as “for purposes of methodological triangulation” (Holmqvist 100).
Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud (SRTA) should not be confused with the
Concurrent Think-Aloud (CTA) method, wherein participants verbalize their thoughts while
in the process of conducting a task (Karahasanovic 140). Conversely, SRTA is a recall
method where participants are asked to verbalize their thoughts or actions after a task has
been completed (Karahasanovic 140).
This type of think-aloud protocol is considered “non-reactive,” meaning that, unlike
“reactive” research methods like CTA’s, which have the potential to interact with and distort
a participant’s reaction to a task, it has no effect on the normal processes or reactions during
given assignments (Swarts 55). Additionally, this particular protocol has “been shown not to
change the underlying structure of the thoughts or cognitive processes, and thus avoids the
problem of reactivity” (Holmqvist 100). Therefore, Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud
protocols are deemed a “more truthful representation of task performance” (Cooke 204).
This study is also an exploration into questions relating to design, and not necessarily
procedures, as is typical in most usability studies. In their study, Bowers and Snyder found
that “subjects who provided information concurrently gave more procedural information,
whereas subjects who provided information retrospectively gave more explanations and
design statements” (Karahasanovic 141). Additionally, Ohnemus and Biers discovered in
another study that their participants “spent more time making statements that had high value
for the designers” (Karahasanovic 141) when giving information retrospectively.
It was for these reasons that Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud was used for
every phase of the study, even when study parameters did not necessarily dictate its use.
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Phase	
  I:	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  
Verbal data is the most commonly used method to be combined with eye-tracking
for the extraction of the most comprehensive knowledge from a participant (Holmqvist 99).
It was necessary to employ the Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud method
during the eye-tracking phase for two reasons: 1) participants had to restrict head movement
in order to keep the eye-tracker calibrated, so talking was not permitted, and 2) the SRTA in
Phase I was used only to confirm calibration and not to gather any rich data.
The SRTA is the best way to determine whether eye-tracking calibration had
remained consistent throughout Phase I of the study, especially coupled with the evidence
that several studies have shown that the retrospective method “results in more detailed and
qualitatively better verbalizations if combined with showing the participant’s own eyemovement” (Holmqvist 104).
However, if collecting rich data had been necessary during this portion, SRTA is the
best think-aloud protocol method to be used in conjunction with eye-tracking. Researchers
Rhenius and Deffner used eye-tracking to “compare sequences of eye fixations on a
computer monitor…[and] reported an 87% to 98% accuracy level between eye fixations and
verbalizations” (Cooke 204). Cooke’s own study corresponded with these results, as
“verbalizations were verified by eye movement 80% of the time” (Cooke 209). Both sets of
researchers were using Concurrent Think-Aloud in their studies, and since the retrospective
method has been established as being even more trustworthy, the reliability percentages
should be estimated as being even higher than with CTA’s. Furthermore, Holmqvist
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contends that, “It has long been suspected that concurrent verbalizations alter eye
movements during the task” (Holmqvist 101).
Phase	
  II:	
  Characteristic	
  Assessment	
  	
  
The decision to use Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud instead of Concurrent
Think-Aloud during this phase was in part due to the results Bowers and Snyder, and
Ohnemus and Biers achieved in their studies, in addition to the type of information that
needed to be gleaned from the think-aloud protocols in this study.
While, unlike the eye-tracking phase, the Characteristic Assessment lends itself to the
use of the CTA method, there were additional reasons to use SRTA’s that were found in
Holmqvist’s methodologies. He states that “It is important to note that if thinking aloud is
not completely free, it may interfere with task performance itself” (Holmqvist 100). It was
this potential obstruction to the task during this phase that was of concern. Not only was the
SRTA during this phase slightly structured in order to gain information about which
portions were being circled for what reason, but the researchers did not want participants to
be focusing more on their verbalizations while making their decisions on persuasiveness. 	
  
Phase	
  III:	
  Survey	
  	
  
The Survey Phase, like the Eye-Tracking Phase, lends itself to being retrospectively
designed. Since the participants were asked to give their thoughts on their choices for “most
persuasive” and “least persuasive” after ordering the typefaces, it follows that the thinkaloud could not be conducted concurrently. Doing so would have produced information
that was irrelevant to the goals of the study, and would have been a misuse of both the
participant’s and researcher’s time. This was also seen during the pilot studies, where the
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think-aloud was employed throughout the entire process. It proved to be time consuming
and tedious for the participant and researcher, as well as contributing no new information
that had not already been gathered in the second phase of the studies.

Procedure	
  	
  	
  	
  
Initially, potential Chinese participants were contacted via email through an informal
international student association list and Americans were contacted electronically through
various informal student association email lists; all were asked to take part in an eye-tracking
study involving typefaces. A brief description of the eye-tracking device was provided to
inform participants as to how the tracker would be used, and they were also given a general
overview of eye-tracking and what they should expect during an eye-tracking study.
Informing participants of the nature of eye-tracking was needed so they would not be taken
aback when asked to wear the eye-tracking device, and was obligatory due to informed
consent guidelines required by IRB.
Once candidates had agreed to participate, each was individually scheduled in onehour blocks either in the Usability Testing Facility, or at a secondary site. In the end, five of
the 32 participants performed the study at another location. However, measures were taken
to ensure that all locations had appropriate lighting and met established research standards.
Lighting is crucial to gathering quality data in eye-tracking and any room deemed to be too
dark were excluded, as this type of environment will make a participant’s pupil large and
more variable (Holmqvist 17). Holmqvist underscores this significance by affirming that “A
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bright room keeps the pupil small even with a variable-luminance stimulus, which generally
makes the data quality better” (17).
Upon arrival to the testing site, each participant was asked to first read and sign all
waivers, which included an IRB consent form and audio/video release form, as well as
complete a preliminary research questionnaire (see Appendices A, B, and C). Once this was
completed, the researcher would have the participant sit at the eye-tracking station and then
the study prompt would be read to them. The prompt served to dictate the study’s scenario
parameters, and the criteria by which the participant could determine their responses.
In the first pilot study, the participants were simply asked to make decisions on
typeface persuasiveness “within a business context” without being given any other restricting
considerations. The concept of a “business context” without any given boundaries proved to
be too broad, and the data was not as focused as it may have been otherwise. For example,
one participant rated Curlz MT as being “very persuasive” with their reasoning being that, if
used for a children’s store or any other business where whimsical characters could be
perceived as influential to purchasing or brand awareness, it could be deemed persuasive;
however, if used for a bank, it would not likely be persuasive for that particular business.
The broadness of a “business context” also caused confusion and questions among many of
the other participants so, in the full-scale study, a narrowed approach was implemented.
The “business context” that was established through the prompt was designed to be
relatable to the participants so they would not need to attempt to place themselves into a
situation in which they were unfamiliar, or was not directly applicable to them. It also served
to confine the concept of a “business context” within a happy medium between a more
formal business atmosphere, such as a bank, versus a more casual business environment,
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such as a restaurant or advertising agency. Therefore, it was determined that an academic
environment would suit best, being between formal and informal, depending on
circumstances, and the most relatable type of environment that would apply to every
participant. The actual prompt script is as follows:
You are a Clemson University student, and have asked by the Dean of the
Graduate School to help him recruit new students. A letter boasting the
positive attributes of the university has been drafted in the hopes of gaining
positive opinions from the reader, and will be disseminated to prospective
students in a few weeks. The Dean has assigned you the task of choosing the
typeface for the final letter; the selection has been narrowed to 10 different
options. You have been asked to choose the typeface that will be the most
persuasive to use for the letter.
I will now show you the 10 typefaces that have been pre-selected. There will
be one screen per typeface lasting 10 seconds each, with roughly a 10-15
second interval between each different typeface. Try to move only your eyes
and keep your head and body as still as possible during this process.
Again, you have been asked to choose the typeface that will be the most
persuasive to use for the recruitment letter.
The same instructions were used for every participant, and it was ensured that the
researcher read from the exact same script each and every time. This served to keep the
instructions consistent between participants. Verbal instructions are more likely to become
different from person to person, which can cause inconsistency in task perception, and “If
your participants have different conceptions of the task, they are very likely to behave
differently” (Holmqvist 134).
There were a total of three “phases” to this study:
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Phase I – Eye-Tracking
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Phase II – Characteristic Assessment

•

Phase III – Survey
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In addition, the entirety of each participant’s session was audio recorded, and a
Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud protocol took place at various points throughout the
three phases.
Phase	
  I:	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  
At the beginning this phase, the participants were allowed to visually examine the
eye-tracking hardware before it was affixed to their head. The batteries were then inserted
into the battery compartment; if the batteries are left in the housing while the unit is not in
use, they will deplete rapidly. The participant was then asked to place the elastic headband,
with eye-tracking gear attached, around their head and position the battery housing in the
middle of their forehead. The researcher would then check the tightness of the headband
and adjust accordingly. The band should not be so loose that it will slide down the person’s
head during use, or so tight as to be uncomfortable for the wearer.
Ocular	
  Dominance	
  	
  
Next, it would be determined which of the participant’s eyes was dominant and nondominant. Holmqvist asserts that, for the majority of people, both eyes look at the same
position at any given time (24); however, a researcher can never be certain whether a
disparity exists from person to person. It is vital to distinguish dominance since, if there is
disproportionate ocular control, it will skew the data.
Holmqvist insists that the dominant eye should be used for any eye-tracking study;
however, it was explicitly instructed by Grinbath engineers that the non-dominant eye
should be utilized with their eye-tracker to ensure the most accurate results. Also, it may be
conjectured that using the dominant eye may actually disturb the viewer’s perspective; many
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of the Chinese participants were distracted by the eye-tracking camera, even when it was
being used with their non-dominant eye. Still, based on the feedback from participants, using
the non-dominant eye was effective in the data accumulation process.
In order to determine eye dominance, two activities were employed. First, the test
administrator would attempt the “Miles test” (Holmqvist 119). The participant would extend
their arms and overlap their hands, palms outward, in such a way that creates a small hole
bordered by the thumbs and the knuckles of the index fingers. The participant was then
asked to focus on an object within the circle, and draw their hands in toward their face.
Whichever eye the circle comes to rest over is the more dominant. A variation of this test is
to ask the participant to concentrate on an object within the circle, keeping their arms
outstretched, then open and close each eye, one at a time. The eye that loses tracking of the
object is the less dominant.
Some of the participants were confused by the Miles test so, when that would
happen, the researcher would simply ask the person to pretend they were shooting a rifle or
looking through a telescope, and ask which eye they would keep open. This simpler concept
was generally understood and used often, especially among the Chinese participants.
Once dominance was established, participants were asked to place their heads on the
chin rest apparatus, but were informed that they could still move freely at this stage in the
process. When the participant was comfortable, the eye-tracking hardware would be turned
on and the software would be accessed and run on the test administrator’s laptop. A
calibration window appears before the test begins so the researcher is able to calibrate the
eye-tracker effectively.
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Calibration	
  	
  	
  
After positioning the camera over the non-dominant eye, both the camera and
infrared flashlight used to illuminate the eye area were manipulated and adjusted until the
eye-tracking software confirmed that there was a firm lock on the pupil, which was
demonstrated by the pupil coordinates in the calibration window (see Figures 3.14, 3.15, and
3.16 for examples).

Figure 3.14: Example of a good pupil fixation
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Figure 3.15: Example of a bad pupil fixation – shadows around the eye

Figure 3.16: Example of a bad pupil fixation – dark makeup
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The majority of video-based eye-tracking systems use the pupil detection method, in
which the device attempts to detect the pupil center automatically (Duchowski 87).
Determining how firmly the signal from the hardware was read by the software, and how
good a fix there was on the pupil, was ascertained by instructing the participant to move
their eyes around the computer screen. Generally, participants were asked to look at each of
the four corners of the screen; if the coordinate stayed affixed to the pupil without jumping
to any other areas within the calibration window, then a good lock was established.
Up to this point, it was not necessary for the participant’s head to be immobilized by
the chin rest apparatus; however, at this stage, participants were asked to get into a
comfortable position that they could hold for several minutes and to be as still as possible
from this point onward. The test administrator emphasized that no bodily movement could
occur, save for the person’s eyes as they look around the screen.
Calibration usually takes only a few minutes; therefore, “The last thing you should do
before recording is to instruct your participants about the task” (Holmqvist 134). So, when
the participants were ready for the calibration procedure, the researcher would remind them
of the prompt and that they were assessing the typefaces for persuasive characteristics. The
pilot studies revealed that reading the prompt before setting up the eye-tracker, then
reinforcing those instructions again before beginning the tasks, was most effective in helping
participants to understand the task and keep the context, constraints, and purpose of the
study in mind. When participants were only read the instructions at the beginning of the
procedure, they had a tendency to forget them by the time the recording of eye movements
had begun. Those who heard them just before visual calibration had issues recalling their
objective due to extraneous factors, such as being physically uncomfortable due the eye-
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tracking device and instruction to keep as still as possible, concentrating on ensuring they
were not moving, and fixating on creating a good calibration readout.
These types of confounding factors exemplify how weak and neutral tasks and
instructions, engineered to prevent and deflect bias, may inadvertently promote bias by
allowing participants to invent their own tasks and test parameters in situations where none
exist (Holmqvist 77). This is the reason the procedures and directions for the full-scale study
were more thorough and specific than in the pilots, since it is well known that task
instruction “has a very strong influence on eye-movement behaviour” (Holmqvist 134).
As in this study, most calibrations are made on a 2D viewing area that covers the
portion of the screen where the stimuli will be shown. The software translates the recorded
corneal and reflection positions, also known as “coordinates,” into a mathematical
calculation that estimates the pupil’s location on the screen and its positioning in regards to
the stimulus (Holmqvist 128). The calibration stimuli are ordinarily a simple sequence of
light-colored circles or crosshairs on a darkly colored background, displayed sequentially at
various positions within the viewing region and with some reaching the farthest outer edges
(Duchowski 86).
The actual calibration procedure is quick and accurate. The software that
accompanies the eye-tracking unit used in this study implements a 9-point non-randomized
calibration procedure; between the varieties of eye-tracking software available, calibration
points of 2, 5, 13, and 16 are also common (Holmqvist 128). The calibration points are
animated, beginning with a large circle that reduces in size until it has disappeared, after
which the next circle appears in sequence, and so forth, until the procedure is complete.
Holmqvist contends “Animated calibration targets seem to work better than static ones, as
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participants gaze at them as long as they are animated rather than looking around for the
next target” (129).
Holmqvist notes that “accuracy is better within or close to the calibration targets and
the stimuli should preferably be appearing within the area encompassed by the calibration
points” (128). For examples of “good” and “bad” calibrations, see the illustrations below
(see Figure 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 for examples).

Figure 3.17: Example of a good calibration
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Figure 3.18: Example of a bad calibration (1)
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Figure 3.19: Example of a bad calibration (2)

Upon completion, the calibration software would give a visual readout of the results.
If the calibration was a success and judged to be a “good calibration,” then the participant
would begin the eye-tracking tasks. If it was a “bad calibration,” then the test would be
canceled and the calibration procedure would be repeated until an accurate calibration could
be achieved. Restarting the calibration procedure may also involve a readjustment of the
camera and infrared light, depending on situational indicators.
It should be noted that “Setting up the eye camera and performing a good calibration
routine is just as important as the design of the study and how the data is handled, for if the
recording is poor your options are limited from the outset” (Holmqvist V).
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Duchowski confirms that, “there is no widely accepted “how-to” text explaining
proper calibration procedures…by far the best advice for good manual calibration is
experience and practice. Proper usage of the eye tracker, and in particular fast and “good”
calibration, often comes with repeated use of the device” (Duchowski 97). Most of the time,
knowing your eye-tracker personally will assist you in deciphering between hardware
malfunctions or interferences, and being able to determine when and where these
occurrences may take place. Consequently, I am able to personally verify this since, through
my own various pilot studies, I became very accustomed to the nuances of the eye-tracking
system I was using and was able to troubleshoot a range of issues during the full-scale study.
This was magnified by the fact that the pilot studies were repeated until the procedures
implemented in the full-scale study were developed.
Besides hardware interference, superfluous, “traditional” factors can also have a
negative effect on calibration and interfere with proper attuning; these include contact
lenses, eyeglasses, long eyelashes, heavy makeup, or “droopy” eyelids (Duchowski 97). The
most difficult participants to efficiently calibrate were those who wore glasses and heavy eye
makeup; however, sampling was not disrupted by these factors during this study. The eyetracker’s innovative design, coupled with the researcher’s knowledge of the device, helped to
work around any issues of this nature and no participants were excluded from the study due
to physical characteristics.
Eye-‐Tracking	
  Tasks	
  	
  	
  	
  
Once the participant’s calibration was validated by the test administrator the
participant was exposed to the stimuli and recording of eye movements would begin. A
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digital stopwatch was used to ensure the participant viewed each of the 10 typefaces for a
total of 10 seconds each. This exact procedure was repeated for each of the 10 typefaces
being examined in this study.
The researchers were initially concerned about order effect having and impact on
this portion of the study. However, during the pilot studies, results from eye-tracking data
and the think-aloud protocol concluded that since participants were only exposed to the
typefaces for a very short amount of time, their short term memory did not retain much
detailed information regarding what they saw and could not remember specifics about the
fonts. Holmqvist confirms this observation; he says that due to the fact that working
memory is limited in time and that pauses between action and recall lead to an inability to
remember content (105), the short time spans allotted for the review of each stimulus in this
study made it unlikely that participants were able to be able to remember enough distinctions
between typefaces to influence perception. Therefore, those typefaces viewed at the end of
the set were unlikely influenced by those at the beginning. This design strategy (i.e. catering
to subconscious observations) helped to deflect order effect, and also assisted in keeping the
study short and the participants more comfortable.
Participant	
  Examination	
  of	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Results	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
At the conclusion of all the eye-tracking tasks, the participants were instructed to
relax and to remove the eye-tracking device. The video recording file was saved and
participants were shown the videos of their eye-tracking measurements.
For validity’s sake, it was imperative that each participant review each task and either
confirm or reject the accuracy of their individual eye-tracker’s results. Most participants were
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able to, at the very least, generally recall where they were looking and when. However, due to
the nuances of working memory, some participants only had a vague recollection of where
their eyes were at given point in time, due to non-memorization leading to the visual
information not being stored in their long-term memory (Holmqvist 105). During data
processing and analysis, the participant’s confirmation of their results was invaluable when
determining whether data were to be used, or thrown out.
Phase	
  II:	
  Characteristic	
  Assessment	
  	
  	
  
The Characteristic Assessment Phase was conducted directly after the eye-tracking
phase and was created as a supplement to that portion of the study. The characteristic
assessments were used to evaluate whether a participant’s eye movements correlated with
choices made under similar conditions that did not have a set time limit. Also, with eyetracking it cannot be immediately determined if an individual’s fixations, or lack thereof, are
due to a feature being persuasive or unpersuasive; the design of characteristic assessment
assists in making those distinctions.
Participants were given one green pen to circle the “persuasive” characteristics of the
fonts, and one red pen to circle the “non-persuasive” attributes. They were given another
recap of the prompt, and instructed to keep the same circumstance that was used during the
eye-tracking phase in mind when making decisions about the typeface’s anatomical features.
The actual prompt script is as follows:
You have been given one green pen and one red pen. With the scenario from
the previous activity in mind, use the green pen to circle the typeface
characteristics that you feel are persuasive, or lend to persuasiveness. With
the red pen, circle the characteristics that you feel are not persuasive, or keep
the typeface from being persuasive.
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You will be given one sheet at a time and when you are finished with one,
please hand it to me and I will give you the next one.
Participants were only given one typeface at a time to evaluate and were not
permitted to compare any of the fonts against one another. The activity for this phase was
quite open-ended in regards to response, and participants were instructed that they could
circle parts of the letters, whole letters, entire words, the entire page, or nothing at all,
depending on how they perceived the typeface. Also, they were told they could use either
one colored pen, both colored pens, or neither, depending on their evaluation.
Once completed, the participant was asked to talk about the decisions they had
made. This think-aloud protocol was used for triangulation purposes to ensure that the
researchers analyzing the eye-tracking data were making correct judgments on the
participant’s eye movements by comparing them with the markings and choices from the
characteristic assessment, and that the characteristic assessment itself was being also being
interpreted accurately.
Phase	
  III:	
  Survey	
  	
  
The survey was given after the completion of the characteristic assessments and was
used to further triangulate the data from the other two phases, as well as gain additional
insight into the participant deliberation process. However, in this phase, the participants
were asked to deviate slightly from the previous situational context that they were using in
order to evaluate the persuasiveness of the typefaces. Here, they were asked to rate the
typefaces with a similar situation in mind, but not wholly so. The difference was that, instead
of choosing a typeface for the Dean’s recruitment letter, participants were asked to rate the
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fonts on how persuasive they would be if received via email in an academic setting. The
prompt script for this portion is as follows:
As you perform this phase, please continue to keep in mind the scenario you
have been using to gauge persuasiveness in the other two phases. However,
in this activity I am asking you to rate the sentence you see on the slip
according to how persuasive it would be to you if it were received while you
were working in an academic setting. The sentence is the same for each
typeface and is meant to be persuasive in nature; its purpose is to convince
the reader to give help to the sender of the message.
I will give you a typeface survey slip, and you must rate that typeface using
the scale at the bottom of the paper. Once you have finished with one, please
hand it to me and I will give you the next one.
Participants were given each typeface one at a time, as with the characteristic
assessment sheet, and were not allowed to change their answers once they had been decided;
they were also not allowed to compare the different typeface slips against one another while
they were being graded.
Once all had been given a numerical rating, the participants were then asked to put
the fonts in order according to their persuasiveness. The test administrator asked that the
slips not necessarily be placed in order according to the rating they were given; instead, the
participants were now allowed to measure all the typefaces against each other and make their
decisions based on comparison versus singular assessments. The prompt script for this
portion is as follows:
Now it is time for you to make your final recommendation as to which
typeface the Dean should use for the student recruitment letter. Please put
the slips in order with the most persuasive on the top of the stack, and the
least persuasive on the bottom. You should not necessarily put the slips in
order according to what they have been rated. In fact, please attempt to not
look at the rating and only make your judgments by comparing the typefaces
against one another.
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This study was purposefully designed to keep the participants from viewing and
gauging typeface persuasiveness against one another until this very last step, the rationale for
this being that the researchers wanted judgments to be based on each individual typeface and
the participant’s spontaneous evaluation.
It is noted that once a participant is exposed to a typeface, there can be no control
over what they remember about other typefaces and the possibility of their memories
influencing their subsequent opinions. Yet, since each person was initially exposed to each
typeface for only a short duration, then each following assessment was done in radically
different formats, these differences would assist in combating the possibility of comparison
effect. Overall, the goal was for the participants to make quick, intuitive decisions made
through subconscious judgment as opposed to conscious comparisons.
Stimulated	
  Retrospective	
  Think-‐Aloud	
  	
  	
  	
  
Phase	
  I:	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  
In Phase I, the Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud was employed so that
participants verbally confirmed whether or not their eye-tracking results were accurate. This
helped to assist researchers during data analysis to more easily determine which results
should be discarded from the study. Each participant inspected video playback of every
typeface they had viewed and gave analysis of what they saw.
This portion was not scripted and the researcher pointedly did not ask any additional
questions concerning the typefaces during this exercise. The researcher did not want the
participant to consciously scrutinize the fonts and to concentrate only on where they felt
themselves to be looking while assessing the typefaces during recording. The researcher did
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not want participants to delve further into the typefaces until Phase II was being conducted
in order to keep the most natural reactions to the typefaces as possible, when allowed to
look at them more in-depth for an extended period of time.
Phase	
  II:	
  Characteristic	
  Assessment	
  
The Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud was most vital during Phase II. The
Characteristic Assessment was designed so that it could be compared against the eyetracking results for correlative purposes, as well as positively identifying which characteristics
were being spoken of at a particular time. With only visual results from these phases to guide
analysis, researchers would not necessarily able to make concrete justifications as to why
particular characteristics were “persuasive” or “not persuasive.”
The participant was given one sheet at a time, with one typeface being exhibited per
sheet. Depending on which pens, if either, were used, they were then asked:
Why did you circle the items in green? Why did you circle the items in red?
Why did you choose to not use either the green or red pen?
The participants were then left free to discuss their decisions. Holmqvist had
found that he, and other researchers, had discovered that there were “large differences
among participants in their ability to think aloud” and that “participants are very likely to
vary in how much verbalization they produce (101). Considering this, additional probing
questions were implemented if a participant was not being clear or detailed in their
verbalizations. Holmqvist supports this action, insisting that a lag in verbalization cannot be
avoided but “it helps to train the thinking aloud and to prompt silent participants when they
stop talking” (101).
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Phase	
  III:	
  Survey	
  
Only the second part of Phase III applied the Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud
Protocol. After the participant had made their final suggestion and ordered the typefaces
from most persuasive to least persuasive, the researcher then asked their reasoning behind
their choice for most persuasive, then least persuasive. The purpose was to give support in
two things: 1) so that if any contradictions arise from what the participant had answered
during previous portions, the reason for any change of decision would be known, and 2) if
no contradictions were present, then a general understanding of a participant’s choice would
be understood.
It was very important that the researcher make the participants feel comfortable
while being recorded since the use of audio recording involves a certain amount of trust on
the part of the participant. Many people are simply not comfortable having their own voice
recorded, and sharing potentially sensitive and non-modifiable data of one’s own intimate
thoughts can be unnerving (Holmqvist 105). This was especially true for the Chinese
participants, who seemed more insecure in the act of being recorded due to their feelings of
inadequacy in being able to adequately express what they were thinking in English.
Participant	
  Debriefing	
  	
  	
  	
  
“After all data collection is done, debrief the participant” (Holmqvist 139), which is a
necessary task for a multitude of reasons. Firstly, as Holmqvist delineates, it is common
practice. Secondly, within the circumstances of this study, participants were extremely
curious as to exactly what I am attempting to achieve through my study and how it applies to
business and everyday life.
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At the conclusion of the study, roughly 90% of the participants expressed that it had
been “fun,” “interesting,” or both, and had expressed a positive view of the study, its
importance to the field in terms of applicability and cultural awareness, as well as feeling a
sense of satisfaction towards their contribution to the research. This is indicative of a
successful study design, which may be affirmed by Holmqvist’s statement that, “If you have
done everything right, your participant will leave feeling at ease, happy with having
contributed to research” (140).

Data	
  Processing	
  and	
  Analysis	
  	
  
In the next chapter, the data analysis and findings from the information collected
from the eye-tracking, characteristic assessment, survey, and retrospective think-aloud
protocol will be presented. In order to glean the richest data from these collection methods,
a structured process for analysis is necessary for each phase and is useful to have an
understanding of when reviewing the results.
Phase	
  I:	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  	
  	
  
The eye-tracking portion of the study was evaluated by examining the gaze plots for
all participants for each of the 10 typefaces. Only those participants who verbally
acknowledged that their eye-tracking results were accurate were included in the analysis. For
examples of gaze plots, see below (Figure 3.20 and 3.21).
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Figure 3.20: Example gaze plot (seconds to fixate: 0.200; fixation radius: 30 pixels)

Figure 3.21: Example gaze plot (seconds to fixate: 0.020; fixation radius: 30 pixels)
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Patterns, or lack thereof, were determined by comparing all valid participant results.
The American participants were evaluated as one cumulative group by font, and the Chinese
participants as a separate collective group by font. The gaze plots for each corresponding
typefaces of the two groups were then compared and contrasted to find potential
commonalities or disparities. Additionally, the 10 typefaces from each cultural group were
evaluated against one another, then the set of 10 fonts for the Americans and 10 fonts for
the Chinese were further compared.
By assessing the fixations and saccades, the researcher was able to ascertain any
particular characteristic that was consistently singled out during the sessions and if any other
eye movement relationships were present.
Phase	
  II:	
  Characteristic	
  Assessment	
  	
  	
  	
  
The characteristic assessment was coded in conjunction with the stimulated
retrospective think-aloud audio recordings. This portion was coded according to 36
“Anatomical” coding categories, as outlined in Chapter 2, and the four “Feeling” categories
that include “Like,” “Don’t Like,” “Readability,” and “Familiarity.”
The characteristic assessment sheets were coded in conjunction with their
corresponding stimulated retrospective think-aloud protocols. The researcher listened to the
think-alouds and marked every time either an anatomical characteristic or option from the
“Feeling” category was singled out; if the same characteristic was mentioned several times
for the same letter, it was only counted once. The characteristic assessment sheets were used
to ensure the researcher understood what each participant was referring to in the stimulated
retrospective think-alouds (see Appendices E-G for coding results tables).
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Phase	
  III:	
  Survey	
  	
  	
  	
  
The survey phase was first evaluated by the typeface persuasiveness ranking that was
the final task given to all participants. The order for each participant was recorded in an
Excel spreadsheet and combined together to create a chart that showed the different
rankings for the group of American participants and the group of Chinese participants.
Separate charts were then created for each group that showed the typeface
persuasiveness ranking in conjunction with the Likert score that each participant assigned
the font before ordering them for persuasiveness.
Both sets of charts were used to determine if any patterns existed within or between
each cultural group in either persuasiveness ordering, Likert scoring, or both. These results
were then further compared to the outcomes established through the eye-tracking analysis
and characteristic assessment and stimulated retrospective think-aloud coding.
Stimulated	
  Retrospective	
  Think-‐Aloud	
  
The stimulated retrospective think-aloud was most used in conjunction with the
characteristic assessments to code for the 36 “Anatomical” coding categories and the four
“Feeling” categories, as was discussed in the Phase II: Characteristic Assessment section,
above. However, it was also applied in the eye-tracking phase to provide audio confirmation
of the validity of participant eye-tracking results, as well as during the survey phase to record
the rationale behind each participant’s ordering choice for most persuasive and least
persuasive typeface.
The participant feedback during the eye-tracking validation and the characteristic
assessment commentary was transcribed and verbal responses from participants were
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utilized in Chapters 4 to emphasize the findings and in Chapter 5 to support the researcher’s
responses to the study’s research questions.
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CHAPTER	
  4	
  
DATA	
  ANALYSIS	
  &	
  FINDINGS	
  
	
  
Participant	
  Analysis	
  	
  
There were 32 participants recruited for this study; 16 were Americans who spoke
English as their native language and 16 were Chinese nationals who spoke English as their
second language. Both the American and Chinese groups had an equal number of males and
females participating.
A questionnaire was employed to gather basic background information on each
participant, including age, ethnicity, and educational level. Furthermore, the feedback form
asked questions regarding participant’s perceived knowledge and proficiency with
typography and graphic design. The questions relating to level of typographical and design
proficiency were used to gauge participants’ awareness of font usage in their everyday lives,
whether they had any experience in the field of design, and if they enjoyed typography or
design, in general. Such queries helped to gain insight into participants’ reasoning and
preferences during data analysis.
American	
  Participants	
  	
  	
  	
  
Age	
  	
  
Within the American sample, the average age of the participants was 25.18 years,
with the most common age of participants being 23 years. The average age of the male
American participants was 25.6 years, with the most common age being 23 years. The
average age of the female participants was 25.6 years, with the most common age being 23
and 25 years (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
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Ethnicity	
  	
  
Of the 16 Americans, Caucasian was the ethnicity claimed by 15 of the participants,
while one female participant was of South Korean-American heritage and was born in the
United States (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
Education	
  	
  
All of the 16 American participants held Bachelor’s degrees and were either working
toward, or had completed, a Master’s degree. The most common type of undergraduate
degree help by participants was a Bachelor of Arts, with English (5) being the most common
major. The most common type of graduate degree being pursued was the Master of Arts,
with Professional Communication (11) the most common program (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
Typography	
  and	
  Design	
  Background	
  Information	
  	
  
Each American participant answered five design-related questions intended to glean
information concerning the person’s level of knowledge, awareness, and enjoyment to
typography in general.
1) What is your level of graphic design knowledge?
The majority of American participants claimed that they had a “Basic” knowledge of
graphic design, with 8 of 16 choosing this answer. Of the remaining participants, 6 gave
themselves a “Moderate” rating, while 2 claimed to have “No Knowledge” in the field of
graphic design. None of the participants chose the “Expert” (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
2) Have you previously taken any design or typography classes?
Just under half of the American participants, 7 of 16, the majority of whom were
female, claimed to have taken a design or typography class (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
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3) Do you have any informal design or typography experience?
Just over half of the American participants, 9 of 16, the majority of whom were male,
claimed to have some informal design or typography experience (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
4) Do you enjoy design or typography?
The majority of American participants, 13 of 16, claimed that they enjoy design or
typography. Only 1 of the 8 females answered “No” to this question, while none of the
males chose that option; however, 2 of the 8 males chose “N/A.” The reasoning for these
two participants to choose “N/A” was not explicated (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
5) Do you feel you are aware of design and typography in your everyday surroundings?
The majority of American participants, 13 of 16, claimed that they were consciously
aware of typography in their surroundings on a daily basis (see Table 4.1 and 4.2).
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Table 4.1: Questionnaire results – American male participants
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Table 4.2: Questionnaire results – American female participants
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Chinese	
  Participants	
  	
  	
  
Age	
  	
  
Within the Chinese sample, the average age of the participants was 24.6 years, with
the most common age of participants being 25 years. The average age of the male Chinese
participants was 24.4 years, with the most common age being 25 years. The average age of
the female participants was 24.9 years, with the most common age being 24 years (see Table
4.3 and 4.4).
Ethnicity	
  	
  
All the participants in the Chinese group were native-born persons of that nationality
(see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
Education	
  	
  
All of the 16 Chinese participants held Bachelor’s degrees and were either working
toward, or had completed, a Master’s degree and 3 participants were working toward a
Doctorate degree. The most common type of undergraduate degree help by participants was
a Bachelor of Arts, with Engineering (5) being the most common major. The most common
type of graduate degree being pursued was the Master of Arts, with Engineering (5) being
the most common program type (see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
Typography	
  and	
  Design	
  Background	
  Information	
  	
  
Each Chinese participant answered five design-related questions intended to glean
information concerning the person’s level of knowledge, awareness, and enjoyment to
typography in general.
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1) What is your level of graphic design knowledge?
The majority of Chinese participants claimed that they had “No Knowledge” of
graphic design, with 10 of 16 choosing this answer. Of the remaining participants, 6 gave
themselves a “Basic” rating. None of the participants chose the “Moderate” or “Expert”
designations (see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
2) Have you previously taken any design or typography classes?
Of the Chinese participants, only 3 of 16 claimed to have taken a design or
typography class (see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
3) Do you have any informal design or typography experience?
Of the Chinese participants, 5 of 16 claimed to have some informal design or
typography experience, the majority of those being female (2 males to 3 females) (see Table
4.3 and 4.4).
4) Do you enjoy design or typography?
Of the Chinese participants, 9 of 16 claimed that they enjoy design or typography.
Only 1 of the 8 males answered “no” to this question, while none of the females chose that
option; however, 3 of the 8 males and 3 of the 8 females chose “N/A.” The reasoning
behind choosing “N/A” was not explicated (see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
5) Do you feel you are aware of design and typography in your everyday surroundings?
Half of the Chinese participants, 8 of 16, claimed that they were consciously aware of
typography in their surroundings on a daily basis (4 male and 4 female); 5 of 16 chose “No”
to this question, and 3 of 16 answered “N/A” (see Table 4.3 and 4.4).
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Table 4.3: Questionnaire results – Chinese male participants
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Table 4.4: Questionnaire results – Chinese female participants	
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Data	
  Analysis	
  	
  
This section will review the results of the analysis of the data collected in Phases I, II,
and III of this study. The collection techniques include:
•

Eye-Tracking

•

Characteristic Assessment

•

Survey and Ranking

•

Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud Protocol

The stimulated retrospective think-aloud protocol was used in conjunction with each
data collection method. Additionally, all participants who are referenced by name in this or
subsequent chapters were given pseudonyms so that the researcher may protect their
anonymity in accordance with IRB guidelines.
Eye-‐Tracking	
  Analysis	
  	
  
After analysis and comparison of both the eye-tracking and characteristic
assessment/retrospective think-aloud protocol from study Phases I and II, the results
suggest that the data collected through eye-tracking measures does in fact give conclusive
evidence in regards to where participants were looking on screen while the test was being
performed. However, although eye-tracking is able to give reliable visual evidence as to
where a participant was looking during their assessments of the presented fonts, this method
cannot indicate why they were looking at any particular detail or area, or reveal what they
were thinking. Such information is critical to this study, as it is necessary to understand if a
participant is looking at a certain characteristic because it is persuasive, or not. Also, any
results that were generally unspecific in regards to particular details being viewed needed
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evaluation, and these problems were solved through the use of the characteristic assessments
and retrospective think-aloud protocols.
Due to the possibility of an eye-tracker losing calibration from participant head
movement during the study the stimulated retrospective think-aloud protocols were also a
means of recording each participant’s reaction to their eye-tracking results and whether or
not they confirmed the results were accurate. Any eye-tracking result that a participant did
not endorse was discarded from the data analysis.
American	
  Participant’s	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Analysis	
  	
  
Of the American’s eye-tracking data collected in Phase I, only 1 of the 8 females’
results had to be discarded, while 2 of the 8 males were rejected due to calibration loss.
The researcher noted that Emma, the female whose eye-tracking results were not
used, was wearing very thick eyeliner and mascara. Makeup, especially mascara, is one of the
primary non-technical reasons eye-tracking data may become skewed, as was discussed in
Chapter 3. Emma examined each of her slides after that portion of the study had been
completed, and stated for each that the results were not accurate. Similarly, the investigator
noted that Mike, one of the male participants, was moving and fidgeting for the entirety of
the eye-tracking portion of his session. Upon visual review, he also confirmed the inaccuracy
of all his eye-tracking results.
The results from one other male participant, Eddie, were deemed unusable by
researchers due to his obvious lack of understanding the instructions given. He was the only
participant, male or female, American or Chinese, whose results were not usable due to lack
of comprehension of the verbalized directions. Eddie admitted that he had misunderstood
and had thought that he was supposed to be completely still during the eye-tracking portion,
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his eyes included. Therefore, he confirmed his results were inaccurate because he
purposefully attempted to fixate on only one point on the screen for the entire 10 seconds,
for each font slide. The figure below shows a sample of his results.

Figure 4.1: Example of inaccurate eye-tracking results	
  

The participants who confirmed their results were accurate were typically very firm
in their conclusions after viewing the eye-tracking data recordings. Others were less firm in
their resolve but still concluded that the results were correct.
Even without additional triangulation to further interpret the raw eye-tracking data,
much can be gleaned from solely assessing the visuals collected by the participants whose
data was valid. Below are the final gaze plots for the American participants. The “Seconds to
fixate” are set at 0.200 and the “Fixation radius” to 30 pixels. The “Seconds to fixate” was
set at 0.200 for this section in order to create a less cluttered visual so the larger fixations
could be identified easily. Later in this chapter, the “Seconds to fixate” will be set lower to
show more detailed information where exact eye movement is more critical.
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Figure 4.2: Eye-tracking results of all American participants for each of the 10 typefaces
	
  
As seen in the figures provided, the thicker serif typefaces, Rockwell, Garamond, and
Times New Roman, have a similar pattern of concentration for fixations. These viewing
configurations can be seen most clearly in the counters of the uppercase A’s, the entire
lowercase a’s, the upper and lower serifs of the uppercase G’s, and the counters of the
lowercase g’s, seen circled in red (see Figure 4.3). However, note that the thinner serif font,
Courier New, displays a slightly dissimilar pattern to its counterparts, seen circled in blue (see
Figure 4.3). The fixations for Courier New are not as large overall, and while the counter of
the lowercase g seems to receive similar attention as the g of Rockwell, Garamond, and
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Times New Roman, the counter of the uppercase A has no fixations with participants mainly
viewing the lines that create the bowl. Also, the bowl and counter of the lowercase a, as well
as the top and bottom serifs of the uppercase G, are largely ignored. As such, it may be
hypothesized that typeface thickness may play a role in attention and fixation in participant
viewing and typeface assessment.
Additionally, it can be seen here that in both the stylized and typical lowercase g’s,
the descending tails of the letters are almost completely ignored.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of fixations in differently weighted fonts – American participants
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While the uppercase G’s of serif typefaces have obvious fixations on those parts, it
will be noted that, for the sans serif and script fonts, a parallel pattern emerges. Where in the
serif G’s fixations are concentrated on the serifs themselves, in the sans serif and script fonts
fixations occur largely on the terminals of the letter or the parts of the letter that give stylistic
quality to the letter. This can be seen mostly in the terminals and crossbars of the sans serifs,
and in the more stylistic characteristics of the script fonts (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Fixations on the terminals of the uppercase G’s – American participants

The Americans in this study also seem to have a certain proclivity for the stylized a’s
in serif typefaces, and the results show that more of the participants focused on that letter,
over the entirety of its form. Fixations can be seen on the top and bottom terminals, neck,
bowl, and in the counter. Conversely, the stylized a’s of the san serif typefaces used in this
study show similar viewing patterns to the typically formed a’s found in Handwriting –
Dakota, Brush Script MT, Comic Sans MS, and Futura (see Fig. 4.5). The participants largely
fixate on the upper half of the a’s in these fonts. Fixations in the lowercase g’s also remain
similar in Verdana, Helvetica, and Futura, but are dissimilar in the script fonts Handwriting –
Dakota, Brush Script MT, and Comic Sans MS. In these, the fixations are centered on the
bowl of the letter instead of it’s counter, as is seen in the other fonts. Chapter 5 will give
insight in potential reasons for these preferences.
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Figure 4.5: Fixations on the lowercase a’s and g’s – American participants
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Another observation made by the researcher in the analysis of the American’s eyetracking results was that, overall, Americans tend to view the fonts from left to right, or right
to left, in a relatively straight viewing pattern. Additionally, it was rare for participants to
move beyond the left boundary of the uppercase A or the past the boundaries to the right of
the lowercase g. There is one typeface, however, that does not follow the same pattern as the
other fonts and that was Handwriting – Dakota. The overall pattern has a more sweeping
motion to it, and appears to dip, following the dip that occurs between the uppercase A and
G. Additionally, it is the only typeface where several participants obviously went beyond the
left side of the uppercase A. The boundary of the lowercase g was not breached, as is typical
with the other typefaces. Also, while all typefaces have relatively tight viewing patterns, in
comparison, Courier New’s is looser in nature.
This dissimilarities are more easily viewed when the analyze parameters of the eyetracking software set “Seconds to fixate” at 0.020 as opposed to 0.200 in the examples,
above. The fixation radius stays the same, at 30 (see Figure 4.6). All fonts have been
reconfigured using these new parameters so the pattern discussed can be seen.
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Figure 4.6: Eye-tracking viewing patterns –American participants

In summation, the following items have been earmarked as significant solely from
analyzing the eye-tracking visuals of the American participants:
•

There are definite differences in viewing patterns between serif, sans serif,
and script typefaces

•

Medium and thick weighted typefaces show larger fixations

•

Lowercase a’s appear to receive the most attention, overall

•

Stylized a’s were viewed in the entirety of their form, while standard a’s only
received attention to the top half of their forms

•

The bowls and counters of lowercase g’s are viewed and fixated on, while the
descending tails are not

•

Stylized g’s appear to receive more attention than standard g’s

•

All fonts have a similar left-to-right viewing pattern that is relatively straight
with the exception of the script font Handwriting – Dakota, which has a
more curved sweeping angle
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Chinese	
  Participant’s	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Analysis	
  	
  
Of the Chinese’s eye-tracking data collected in Phase I, only 2 of the 8 females were
eliminated while 5 of the 8 males were discarded. As with the American participants, all
Chinese participants whose data was excluded from the study verbally confirmed that their
data playbacks were inaccurate.
As seen in the group Chinese eye-tracking images below (see Figure 4.7), the data
whose participants confirmed as valid shows a different viewing pattern than that of the
Americans. In these images, it was necessary to set the “Seconds to fixate” at 0.020, rather
than 0.200, due to the fact that almost no fixations or saccades registered at that long of a
duration. The “Fixation radius” was 30, as it is in the other samples.
The necessity of the “Seconds to fixate” having to be set lower for the Chinese than
the Americans in itself gives insight and contrasts into the viewing patterns of both cultures.
In general, less information can be gathered solely from the eye-tracking images from the
Chinese due to their having smaller and fewer fixations than compared to the Americans,
even with “Seconds to fixate” set at 0.020. This suggests that the Chinese participants are
concentrating less on the anatomical characteristics of the fonts and more on viewing entire
letters, or the entire slide as a whole. Just from this information, the researcher hypothesized
that Chinese participants would assess fonts as a whole, rather than in individual parts. This
hypothesis of assessment difference may be supported by evidence contributed from the
characteristic assessment and retrospective thing-aloud protocol coding.
A study conducted on the viewing patterns of Chinese and may provide some
perspective for the Chinese participants’ viewing patterns in this study and why they are so
unlike the Americans’. The research showed that Chinese participants showed a more
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“relational style” to viewing documents as opposed to the “analytical” style that is dominant
in American culture (Barnum and Huilin 151), meaning that the study illustrated that
Chinese participants focused on reading the documents as a whole and Americans had a
tendency to focus on details more than their counterparts. Barnum and Huilin explain a
possible reason for this difference through an analogy relating the reading difference of
Chinese peoples as being parallel to their ideologies in Chinese medicine; “To understand
the way in which the relational style affects the Chinese view of the world, we can look for
one example in traditional Chinese medicine…When treating a patient, a doctor of
traditional Chinese medicine looks at the patient as an organic whole, viewing the various
parts of the body as closely related to each other and to the external environment” (Barnum
and Huilin 151).
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Figure 4.7: Eye-tracking results of all Chinese participants for each of the 10 typefaces

Additionally, Figure 4.7 shows that, with the exception of the script font
Handwriting – Dakota, the uppercase A’s in every slide are almost completely devoid of
fixations and only a few saccades penetrating the letter. The possible reasons for this cannot
be explained through evaluation of the eye-tracking images alone and will be evaluated
through further analysis of participants’ comments during Phase II. Conversely, the other
script font, Brush Script MT, shows the largest fixations of any of the typefaces in the set.
However, the same study by Barnum and Huilin as mentioned above also may clarify
the reason the uppercase A’s in the Chinese eye-tracking slides are being neglected. They
provide that traditional Chinese writing “begins in the upper right and descends vertically,
such that the reader reads the column beginning at the right, then reading the left” (162).
Later, with the simplification of Chinese characters and the introduction of a Romanized
alphabet Chinese writing changed to a left-to-right horizontal orientation, and no longer
used the right-to-left vertical orientation” (Barnum and Huilin 162). However, the
researchers note that the beginning reading points may be sub-culturally specific and that, in
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their study, they would be unable to identify where the beginning reading points of
participants started.
So, to summarize the analysis of the eye-tracking visuals of the Chinese participants,
the following items have been earmarked as significant:
•

Eye movements seem to show that the Chinese participants are giving a
more general overview to the typefaces, trying to “take it all in at the same
time” as opposed to focusing on individual characteristics of letters

•

Unlike American participants, there were hardly any fixations on the
uppercase A’s and little attention paid to the area to the left of that letter

•

The largest fixations were on Brush Script MT

Comparison	
  of	
  American	
  and	
  Chinese	
  Participant’s	
  Eye-‐Tracking	
  Analyses	
  	
  	
  
In comparing the two cultures, Americans and Chinese, it may be concluded from
the eye-tracking visuals that the American participants fixate more on the anatomy of the
letters, as well as fixate more in general, while the Chinese show a viewing pattern that give
the impression of giving an overview of the entire slide rather than individual characteristics.
This observation was later confirmed by the participants’ comments recorded in the
retrospective think-aloud protocol.
The viewing patterns of the Americans and Chinese also differ in that the Americans
tend to have a tighter viewing pattern moving across the top of the x-height of the letters,
and the Chinese show a looser pattern, with the exception of Garamond.
Below, Figure 4.8 shows a slide-by-slide font comparison of both the American and
Chinese results, in order to make this assertion more clear:
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Figure 4.8: Eye-tracking comparisons of American and Chinese participants
for each of the 10 typefaces

To summarize, the observations that can be made from a comparison of American
and Chinese eye-tracking results are:
•

Americans seem to fixate on anatomical features more than Chinese; the
Chinese participants’ fixations are smaller fixations leading researchers to
conclude that they scan and take in the entire image as opposed to looking at
details

•

Chinese participants’ scanning patterns are more circular and less horizontal
than Americans’, with the exception of the typeface Garamond, which
mimics the tighter scan paths exhibited by the American participants

Typeface	
  Rankings	
  	
  	
  
The purpose of data collections instruments from Phase III, the survey phase, were
implemented in order to collect information about participant’s perception of persuasiveness
when the typefaces were being used to convey an actual message in a specific context. In
short, it was less characteristic specific and more of persuasiveness perception when the font
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was viewed as a whole. The researcher wondered if participant preference would remain the
same when typefaces were viewed on both macro (as in the Characteristic Assessment) and
micro (as in the Survey) levels. The data collected by ranking the typefaces has the ability to
either support or negate the conclusions drawn from the analysis of both the eye-tracking
and characteristic assessment/retrospective think-aloud protocol data.
The following tables (see Table 4.5) show each group of participants divided into
Americans and Chinese and how each person ordered the typefaces, from most persuasive
(1) to least persuasive (10). The fonts are color-coded and the legend for the typefaces
appears below.
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Table 4.5: Typeface ordering results for American and Chinese participants with legend

Color-coding the ranking of each typeface assists in revealing any patterns that may
exist in the ranking orders.
American	
  Typeface	
  Ranking	
  Overview	
  	
  
In the American participant rankings, three of the four serif typefaces, Garamond and Times
New Roman, were largely ranked as being more persuasive with the majority of these
typefaces being ranked in spots 1-5. Garamond (2) and Times New Roman (5), both more
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similar in structure and both displaying a thick-to-thin gradation in their forms, were largely
in the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd spots. Rockwell (1) was mainly ranked in the 3rd, 4th, or 5th spots.
	
  

	
  

Table 4.6: Americans’ typeface ranking – Rockwell, Garamond, Times New Roman

	
  
The American participants also seemed to rank the sans serif typefaces, Verdana,
Helvetica, and Futura, similarly. Verdana (6) and Futura (10) had the most similar ranking
pattern of this set, with these typefaces being mostly placed in a position of being neither
very persuasive nor unpersuasive, mostly in the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th, places. Helvetica (8)
ranked closely to the serif typefaces as well, however, it had fewer ranked in the 1st and 2nd
spots. It ranked just a bit higher on the persuasiveness scale than Verdana and Futura, with
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more of this typeface being placed in the 1st and 3rd spots, but was mostly ranked in the 3rd,
4th, and 5th places. 	
  
	
  

	
  

Table 4.7: Americans’ typeface ranking – Verdana, Helvetica, Futura	
  

	
  
The script fonts, Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT, were ranked very
tightly on the unpersuasive end of the spectrum, with the majority of these being ranked in
the 9th and 10th spots.
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Table 4.8: Americans’ typeface ranking – Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT	
  

Comic Sans MS and Courier New also have a similar ranking pattern to each other;
while they are not in the same typeface category, they are similar in that they both exhibit
rounded terminals and the letterforms are very rounded, in general. These two typefaces are
evenly scattered in the latter, unpersuasive half of the ranking scale, with Courier New (3)
more centralized to the 7th and 8th spots, and Comic Sans MS (9) evenly distributed in the 4th,
5th, 6th, and 7th spots, and most heavily concentrated in the 8th and 10th spots. 	
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Table 4.9: Americans’ typeface ranking – Courier New and Comic Sans MS
	
  
Chinese	
  Typeface	
  Ranking	
  Overview	
  
The Chinese participants ranked the sans serif fonts, Verdana (6) and Helvetica (8),
and the serif typefaces Times New Roman (5) and Rockwell (1), in a similar pattern.
Verdana, Helvetica, and Times New Roman are largely concentrated in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
spots, making them to be seen as more on the persuasive end of the spectrum. However,
half of the rankings for Verdana and Times New Roman are scattered throughout the 4th, 5th,
and 6th, spots with only three total in the 7th, 8th, and 9th places. Only four of Helvetica’s
ranked fonts fall outside the first three places, with three being in the 7th spot and one in the
5th. Therefore, according to the ranking results, Helvetica is the most persuasive in this set of
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fonts, as well as overall. Rockwell is not ranked as heavily in the 1st through 3rd spots but
does have a significant concentration in the 4th and 5th spots.
	
  

Table 4.10: Chinese typeface ranking – Rockwell, Times New Roman, Verdana, Helvetica

Garamond (2), Courier New (3), and Futura (10) had a similar ranking placement,
with these fonts being largely set in the middle ground of persuasiveness. These are spread
fairly evenly between the 2nd to 10th places.
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Table 4.11: Chinese typeface ranking – Garamond, Courier New, Futura

The Chinese participants placed the script typefaces, Handwriting – Dakota (4) and
Brush Script MT (7), largely in the 9th and 10th spots, therefore suggesting almost
unanimously that they were perceived as being unpersuasive in this context. Only a few of
each font were ranked in other positions on the scale. 	
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Table 4.12: Chinese typeface ranking – Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT 	
  

Comic Sans MS (9) seems to be the only typeface from the Chinese rankings that has
a fairly even distribution across the persuasiveness ranking with at least one person choosing
that font for every spot with the exception of the 4th and 9th. However, an interesting
observation with Comic Sans among this group is that, while it persuasiveness value is not
agreed upon as a whole, this typeface is ranked as 1st by four participants which gives it the
most placements in the 1st “most persuasive” spot than any other font from this particular
set of participants. 	
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Table 4.13: Chinese typeface ranking – Comic Sans MS
	
  
American	
  and	
  Chinese	
  Typeface	
  Ranking	
  Comparison	
  	
  
The observations that are made by simply comparing the rankings by both the
Americans and Chinese participants show illustrate that, while there are similarities between
the two cultural groups, the dissimilarities are greater dissimilarities as far as ranking the
typefaces for persuasiveness is concerned.
The similarities in persuasiveness perception can be seen in the rankings of Rockwell
(1) (see Table 4.14), Handwriting – Dakota (4), and Brush Script MT (7). The placement of
Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT is especially obvious with both groups placing
them mostly in the 9th and 10th spots (see Table 4.15). However, it is also interesting to point
out that while the ranking choices are very similar, more Chinese participants placed Brush
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Script in the 10th spot, while more American participants assigned Handwriting – Dakota as
the overall least persuasive typeface of the set.

Table 4.14: American and Chinese ordering comparison –
Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT

	
  
Table 4.15: American and Chinese ordering comparison – Rockwell

The dissimilarities may be seen among the other fonts, but especially with Garamond
(2) and Comic Sans MS (9). The American and Chinese participants have the most diverging
opinions about these two typefaces, with the Chinese giving greater persuasiveness to Comic
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Sans MS than the American participants (see Table 4.16), and conversely, the American
group giving Garamond greater persuasiveness that the Chinese group (see Table 4.17).

Table 4.16: American and Chinese ordering comparison – Comic Sans MS
	
  

	
  

Table 4.17: American and Chinese ordering comparison – Garamond

	
  
Likert	
  Scale	
  Results	
  
The Likert scale scoring of the typefaces by the American and Chinese participants
generally corresponds with each participant’s placement from most to least persuasive. The
participants were asked to not rank the typefaces in the score that they gave them on the
Likert scale; therefore, most show examples of typefaces that were given higher Likert scores
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that were ranked ordered lower than other typefaces with lower Likert scores. Even in these
instances, the Likert scores are within one or two points from one another, so they are still
similarly scored (see Table 4.18 and Table 4.19).
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Table 4.18: American participants’ typeface ordering and Likert scoring
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Table 4.19: Chinese participants’ typeface ordering and Likert scoring	
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Ranking	
  Stimulated	
  Retrospective	
  Think-‐Aloud	
  	
  	
  
Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud analysis was used to ask participants the
reason they chose the typeface they ranked as most persuasive and the rationale behind the
typeface they ranked as least persuasive. These comments give insight as to why the
typefaces most consistently ranked as most persuasive and least persuasive were chosen by
the participants and why persuasiveness perception varies between cultures for certain fonts.
Below is a sample of the responses from the American and Chinese participants whose
answers correlated with the most common most persuasive and least persuasive choices.
As seen in Tables 4.6 through 4.9, Garamond, Helvetica, and Times New Roman
were among the typefaces consistently ranked most persuasive by the American participants
while Handwriting – Dakota and Brush Script MT were constantly ranked as the least
persuasive fonts.
Lily and Janet both ranked Garamond as the most persuasive typeface. Lily claimed
this was because, “I like the serifs. I think it’s professional. I think it would be appropriate
for a boss to send to an underling.” Janet found that “it has a really nice balance, it’s not too
heavy…it also looks like something you would kind of expect. Not something totally avantgarde, which I think for this circumstance I think it’s important that you sort of go with a
status quo of authority. But it’s not too authoritative, especially since it’s going from a Dean
to prospective students, you would have to pay careful attention to that younger audience so
I think that kind of works in that favor.” Ethan preferred Helvetica because he “didn’t
notice any of the things straightaway that I had identified as problems before…the letters are
based off of circles, there aren’t any of the ridiculous serifs, it’s very clean and professional.
There was nothing extraneous there that would detract from the message” and Alex chose
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Times New Roman as the most persuasive typeface because “It just reminds me of what I’m
really used to seeing when I read, uh, most things. It strikes me as really familiar but also
really professional.”
As far as American participants’ reasons for making their least persuasive choices,
Lily stated that she ranked Handwriting – Dakota as least persuasive because, “It looks really
sloppy and artistic…kind of scrawled. Informal. I don’t like it” and Ethan chose the same
font because it “looks like a party invitation, or something. It doesn’t look like an official
request…what it kind of does say to me is, “I don’t care” or “just relaxin’,” or something.”
Janet chose Brush Script MT as the least persuasive font because “Although I like it, it’s just
not appropriate. It is that like script, so that it looks like it could be handwritten in cursive,
like a note, rather than something that somebody put time into…not appropriate for a
business letter.” Alex also ranked Brush Script MT as least persuasive because “The way the
letters are shaped just strike me as being far different from what I would expect of a
persuasive document…it looks like script writing.”
As seen in Tables 4.10 through 4.13, Helvetica and Times New Roman were among
the typefaces consistently ranked as most persuasive by the Chinese participants, with Comic
Sans MS displaying a wide berth that will be explored here in both its most and least
persuasive capacities. Brush Script MT was consistently ranked as one of the least persuasive
fonts and Garamond shared a fair representation at the least persuasive end of the spectrum.
Considering it’s popularity among the American participants, a response as to its being not
persuasive by some Chinese participants will be given.
In the Chinese group, Comic Sans MS had a very interesting ranking variation with
many participants considering it to be one of the most persuasive typefaces, and some
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thought it to be the least persuasive. Chen chose Comic Sans MS as the most persuasive
typeface because “First, I like this kind of character style…it shows a great impression to
me.” The researcher then asked him “So, if you received a letter from a university in this
font, would you be more inclined to listen to what they had to say?” to which he answered,
“Yes.” Mei-Xiu also preferred Comic Sans MS because “It’s clear and there’s not too many
inks, and it was more gentle.” However, Lei-Mei disagreed with both Chen and Mei-Xiu’s
perceptions, stating that she didn’t like Comic Sans because “I think this is very like the
comic things, like cartoon things…I don’t like this one very much. I think it very informal; I
think it can be used between friends…but not for work things.”
Li chose Times New Roman as the most persuasive because “Basically, this font just
make me feel most popular, I’d say…if you want to do something persuasive, you don’t have
to do something very, very special to make it persuasive” and Lei-Mei picked Helvetica
because “When comparing all others…with this character there is no special things and I
think is very formal way to ask…I think this is a very formal way to write the question. It’s
so clear, and I can understand every word immediately. And I cannot tell the character of the
person writing to me, so I think this is very formal.”
As far as Brush Script MT’s notoriety for being chosen consistently as one of the
least persuasive typefaces, Li explains that “Once I compare with other ones…I just feel like
once you trying to recommend something, you had better do it in a normal way. It’s kind of
too much” and Chen says that, “First, maybe it is not easy to understand why…I would
conceive that the person who write these words is a person who maybe is of old age, or
some old-fashioned thinking.”
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Mei-Xiu’s comments serve to give an example of why Garamond had landed in the
least persuasive position; she claimed that, “It’s small…and the ink is not too much and I
think I would ignore it. It’s too small.”
So, there are a variety of reasons behind certain ranking decisions, and it is through
the coding for anatomical characteristics and their corresponding stimulated retrospective
think-aloud protocols that will help to provide additional reasoning for these choices.
Coding	
  the	
  Characteristic	
  Assessments	
  	
  
The Characteristic Assessment Phase and the accompanying Stimulated
Retrospective Think-Aloud Protocols were the tools that provided the most detailed and indepth information than any other portion of the study. Here, the researcher was able to
explore the potential persuasiveness of anatomical characteristics more fully and gather
reasoning as to why certain preferences occurred between the groups of American and
Chinese participants.
The Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud Protocol was coded at the same time as
the Characteristic Assessment sheets, and not only verbally supported the visual choices
made by participants but also helped to clarify any choices that were not explicitly clear by
the participant’s markings.
Coding	
  for	
  Anatomical	
  Features	
  
The coding categories for this portion of the Characteristic Assessment stemmed
from a combination of the anatomical characteristics discussed in Ellen Lupton’s book
Thinking With Type, which was also implemented in the pilot studies for this project, as
well as typedia.com. The resulting characteristic assessments and retrospective think-alouds
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from the pilot studies revealed that additional anatomical coding categories had to be added
due to the amount of specificity that participants were showing in their assessments.
Therefore, the additional categories were taken from typographydeconstructed.com and
fontshop.com to fully cover the breadth of the typeface anatomy that was being discussed.
Additionally, each comment about an anatomical characteristic was sorted into a
“positive” and “negative” category, so that distinctions could be made about whether the
anatomical characteristic being discussed were viewed in a positive or negative light by the
participant, which also correlates with its either being perceived as persuasive or not
persuasive to the viewer. There are a total of 36 anatomical coding categories for this study.
The detailed diagram found in Chapter 2 showcases all of the final anatomical coding
categories, and has been reproduced below (see Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the anatomical coding categories for this study 	
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After the researcher had visually evaluated each characteristic assessment sheet and
listened to, and coded, both instruments simultaneously, definite patterns emerged from the
analyzed data for Chinese and American participants.
It should be noted that only those characteristics that received mention by at least
four American participants, or one-fourth of the group, were recorded as any number lower
than that was not deemed significant enough to be considered. The Chinese participants on
the whole did not point out specific letter characteristics as much as they viewed the letters
and typeface as a whole; therefore, this lessened the amount of data gathered from those
participants on font anatomy, specifically. Due to the nature of the Chinese participant’s
replies during the characteristic assessment and retrospective think-aloud protocol, only
those characteristics that received mention by three participants were deemed significant and
subsequently recorded.
Dominant	
  Anatomical	
  Characteristics	
  –	
  American	
  Participants	
  
Each of the 10 typefaces used in this study had different results as to what the
American participants considered persuasive or not persuasive, as a group. Below is an
overview of the most dominant anatomical characteristics for each font. The complete
coded tables that yielded these results can be found in (Appendix E).
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the Rockwell typeface	
  

Table 4.20: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Rockwell	
  

Rockwell: The most dominant characteristic discussed were the serifs of this
particular font, which 13 of the 16 participants had perceived as being negative or detracting
from its persuasiveness. Still, 6 of the 16 found an element of persuasiveness in some, or all,
of the serifs. The other anatomical characteristics that rated positively were ascenders,
counters, and lowercase letters; the others that rated negatively were lowercase letters and
the vertexes.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of the Garamond typeface	
  

Table 4.21: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Garamond	
  

Garamond: The most dominant anatomical characteristics for this typeface were the
hairlines and serifs, both of which had 10 of the 16 participants claim they were positively
perceived. However, 8 of the 10 participants also noted that they perceived some aspects of
the serifs negatively. The other positive characteristics that distinguished this font were the
descenders, lowercase letters, and uppercase letters, and the negative characteristics were the
bowls and terminals.
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the Courier New typeface	
  

Table 4.22: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Courier New	
  

Courier New: For this typeface, the majority of dominant characteristic responses
were negative, with the most comments being on the lowercase letters and serifs, with 9 and
12 people of the 16 commenting, respectively. Other negative traits that were pinpointed are
the arms, bowls, dots, and kerning. Two positive characteristics did surface, which were the
lowercase letters and serifs. However, these two traits were positively commented on by
fewer participants than they were negatively.
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the Handwriting – Dakota typeface	
  

Table 4.23: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Handwriting – Dakota	
  

Handwriting – Dakota: The majority of dominant anatomical characteristics that
defined this typeface were also negative, as with Courier New, but the number of
participants commenting was less overall, with only 4 or 5 people commenting per item. The
negatively perceived characteristics were the axis, stem, uppercase letters, and vertex. Only
one trait was earmarked by 4 people as being positive, and those were the terminals.
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of the Times New Roman typeface	
  

Table 4.24: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Times New Roman	
  

Times New Roman: Overall, the dominant anatomical characteristics for this
typeface were positively viewed. The largest number of participants commented on the
lowercase letters, hairlines, and serifs, but other positive characteristics were the ascenders,
ball terminals, and loop. All of the characteristics that were negatively viewed are the same as
some perceived positively, but more participants viewed these traits as being positive rather
than negative. These are the ball terminals, hairlines, and serifs.
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of the Verdana typeface	
  

Table 4.25: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Verdana 	
  

Verdana: The perception the participants had regarding the anatomical characteristics
of this typeface were split fairly evenly; both the lowercase letters and terminals had an
almost equal number of positive and negative comments. The cross strokes were also found
to be positively perceived, while the descenders were not.
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of the Brush Script MT typeface	
  

Table 4.26: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Brush Script MT 	
  

Brush Script MT: The anatomical characteristics for this font were more negatively
than positively viewed, especially in regards to the uppercase and lowercase letters. The
kerning and terminals were also commented on negatively. The only positive characteristic
that was counted were the lowercase letters, with 4 people commenting in an agreeable
manner.
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of the Helvetica typeface	
  

Table 4.27: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Helvetica	
  

Helvetica: This typeface had only two dominant anatomical characteristics
that were viewed positively, the lowercase letters and terminals, but the number of
participants that commented were higher than those that commented on any of the
negatively viewed characteristics. The negatively viewed characteristics were the bowls,
descenders, lowercase letters, and uppercase letters.
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Figure 4.18: Illustration of the Comic Sans MS typeface	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Table 4.28: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Comic Sans MS	
  
	
  
Comic Sans MS: This was another typeface whose anatomical characteristics were
mostly viewed as being negative or unpersuasive in nature. The most that were commented
on were the lowercase letters and terminals, with the others being the arms, axis, descenders,
and uppercase letters. The only characteristic that was commented on positively by
participants was the arms.
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Figure 4.19: Illustration of the Futura typeface	
  

Table 4.29: Americans’ dominant characteristics – Futura	
  

Futura: This font was one that was highly commented on by participants and the
number of positive and negative comments associated with this typeface is fairly even. The
positive characteristics were the apex, ascender, lowercase letters, terminals, uppercase
letters, and vertexes. The negative characteristics were the apexes, ascenders, cross strokes,
lowercase letters, and vertexes.
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Dominant	
  Anatomical	
  Characteristics	
  –	
  Chinese	
  Participants	
  	
  
As with the American participants, each of the 10 typefaces used in this study had
different results as to what was considered persuasive or not persuasive by the group of
Chinese participants. Below is an overview of the most dominant anatomical characteristics
for each font to the Chinese participants. The complete coded tables that yielded these
results can be found in (Appendix F).

Figure 4.10: Illustration of the Rockwell typeface	
  

Table 4.30: Chinese dominant characteristics – Rockwell	
  

Rockwell: The most dominant characteristic for this typeface were the serifs, which
were viewed very negatively by participants, with 11 of 16 commenting. Two traits were
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deemed positive, those being the lowercase and uppercase letters; however, only a small
faction commented in a positive manner.

Figure 4.11: Illustration of the Rockwell typeface	
  

Table 4.31: Chinese dominant characteristics – Garamond	
  

Garamond: This particular font received a roughly even amount of positive and
negative comments. The positive traits were the hairlines, lowercase letters, and uppercase
letters while the negative traits were the lowercase letters and the serifs.
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Figure 4.12: Illustration of the Courier typeface	
  

Table 4.32: Chinese dominant characteristics – Courier New	
  

Courier New: Similarly to the American participants, the Chinese participants
verbalized or visually marked more negative anatomical characteristics for this font that
positive ones. The serifs received the most negative feedback, with 11 of the 16 participants
commenting on this feature, again, very similar to the American’s perceptions of that
characteristic. The other negatively perceived features were the dot, kerning, and period. The
only positive characteristic was represented by the lowercase letters, with only 3 people
commenting on those.
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the Handwriting – Dakota typeface	
  

Table 4.33: Chinese dominant characteristics – Handwriting – Dakota	
  

Handwriting – Dakota: The participants only commented on two characteristics for
this typeface, those being the lowercase and uppercase letters. There was an even number of
people commenting both positively and negatively about the uppercase letters; more
negative comments than positive were made about the lowercase letters.
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of the Times New Roman typeface	
  

Table 4.34: Chinese dominant characteristics – Times New Roman	
  

Times New Roman: This typeface yielded only positive comments on its dominant
anatomical characteristics, those being on the kerning and uppercase letters.
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Figure 4.15: Illustration of the Verdana typeface	
  

Table 4.35: Chinese dominant characteristics – Verdana	
  

Verdana: The results from this font were largely negative, and were focused on the
crossbars, lowercase letters, and uppercase letters. The uppercase letters also received
positive comments from the same number of people as made negative comments.
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of the Brush Script MT typeface	
  

Table 4.36: Chinese dominant characteristics – Brush Script MT	
  

Brush Script MT: The only dominant anatomical characteristics for this typeface
were the lowercase and uppercase letters, with the uppercase receiving both positive and
negative feedback, and the lowercase only negative.
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of the Helvetica typeface	
  

Table 4.37: Chinese dominant characteristics – Helvetica 	
  

Helvetica: Only one dominant anatomical characteristic was divulged for this
typeface; the lowercase letters received minimal positive feedback from participants.
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Figure 4.18: Illustration of the Comic Sans MS typeface

Table 4.38: Chinese dominant characteristics – Comic Sans MS 	
  

Comic Sans MS: This font also had only one characteristic revealed as being
dominant, that being the lowercase letters. Of the participants, 5 perceived them as being
positive or persuasive and 4 had an opposing impression.
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Figure 4.19: Illustration of the Futura typeface

Table 4.39: Chinese dominant characteristics – Futura 	
  

Futura: The dominant characteristics for this typeface were mostly perceived as
being negative; those features are the apex, lowercase letters, uppercase letters, and the
vertexes. The lowercase letters were also commented on positively.
Dominant	
  Anatomical	
  Characteristics	
  –	
  American	
  and	
  Chinese	
  Comparison	
  
The results from the coding for the 10 typeface’s dominant anatomical characteristics
reveals supporting evidence for conclusions that were drawn from the eye-tracking portion
of this study. The eye-tracking hinted that the Chinese participants have a different viewing
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pattern and perception than the American participants. Through the visuals, it can be seen
that, while the Americans do fixate on certain details and pieces of font anatomy, the
Chinese participants can be interpreted as giving the fonts a general scan or overview, taking
in the entirety of the letters and groups of letters rather than specific sections or parts of the
letter structure.
The coding for anatomical characteristics support these conclusions by verifying that
the American participants spoke far more about particular parts of font anatomy, while the
Chinese participants show they spoke or indicated little on the typeface anatomy and more
on whole parts, such as the uppercase and lowercase letters, and did not delve into detail
specifics as much as the American participants had done.
Overall, the most common anatomical characteristics for the American participants
were the hairlines, which include comments on the ratio of thick-to-thin, serifs, terminals,
and similarly to the Chinese participants, the lowercase and uppercase letters as a whole.
Below are the overall American participant results:

Table 4.40: Americans’ overall dominant characteristics 	
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Figure 4.20: Illustration of the Americans’ overall dominant characteristics

Again, the Chinese participants chose to point out the lowercase and uppercase
letters as being the items that determine a typeface’s persuasiveness, or lack thereof.

Table 4.41: Chinese overall dominant characteristics 	
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Figure 4.21: Illustration of the Chinese overall dominant characteristics

Coding	
  for	
  Readability	
  
The coding for readability category stemmed from the retrospective think-aloud
protocols used in the pilot studies and applied to the full-scale study. During the pilot
studies, participants in both cultural groups stated that readability was a factor for
persuasiveness, so it was added to the final study. However, in the full-scale study, readability
did not play as large a role as researchers had hypothesized according to the data analyzed
from the pilot study. Readability was mentioned to an extent by the American participants
and slightly more so by the Chinese participants.
Both the American and Chinese participants established two fonts, Brush Script and
Helvetica, as being considered for their readability. Brush Script MT received a very negative
readability response from both cultural groups with 9 of the 16 American participants
commenting on its lack of being easily readable, and 12 of 16 Chinese participants agreeing
to the same (see Figures 4.42 and 4.43).
Conversely to Brush Script MT, Helvetica received a positive readability response
from both American and Chinese participants with 6 of 16 Americans and 4 of 16 Chinese
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commenting on its being easy to read and understand quickly. Chinese participants also
established Courier New as being highly readable, with 3 of 16 participants affirming its
readability (see Tables 4.42 and 4.43).

Table 4.42: American participants’ readability results	
  

Table 4.43: Chinese participants’ readability results	
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It may be noted that, from the American ranking results, Brush Script MT scored
consecutively low on the persuasiveness ranking, as well as being consistently grouped on
the unpersuasive end of the Likert scale scoring. Conversely, Helvetica was one of the higher
ranked typefaces for persuasiveness and received scores on the Likert scale that were
consistently closer to the persuasive end of the scale.
Also, for the Chinese ranking results, Brush Script MT scored very low in the
persuasiveness ranking and scored consistently on the unpersuasive end of the Likert scale,
very similarly to the American participants. Helvetica scored consistently on the persuasive
end of the Likert scale, it received a wider spread in the persuasiveness ranking; overall, it
was concluded to be more persuasive than not. Conversely, while the readability results from
Brush Script MT and Helvetica correspond with their positive or negative readability
perception, Courier New did not follow a similar pattern. It received a positive readability
with participants but was overall ranked in the middle and lower end of the persuasiveness
rankings and also showed a more varied persuasiveness Likert scores.
Coding	
  for	
  Familiarity	
  	
  	
  
As with readability, the coding for familiarity category originated from the
retrospective think-aloud protocols used in the pilot studies. The pilot studies showed that
participants in both cultural groups commented on familiarity, meaning that they recognized
the font they were viewing without being told which its name. While those typefaces that
were hypothesized by the researcher to be recognizable to participants, Times New Roman
and Comic Sans MS, were indeed indicated as being familiar to at least one cultural group,
familiarity was not as extensive as theorized.
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It had been hypothesized that, for the American participants, both Times New
Roman and Comic Sans MS would have ranked high in the familiarity category. However,
while Comic Sans MS was recognized by 4 of the 16 participants, Times New Roman was
not explicitly identified. It is possible that the typeface was recognized by participants but
failed to comment on its familiarity, but the data cannot prove this supposition. Also, when
Comic Sans MS was recognized, it had a negative connotation for the American participants
(see Tables 4.44 and 4.45).
Comic Sans MS and Times New Roman was perceived as hypothesized by the
Chinese participants, with both also having positive associations for those that commented;
3 of 16 respondents claimed they recognized Comic Sans MS while 7 of 16 identified Times
New Roman (see Tables 4.44 and 4.45).

Table 4.44: American participants’ familiarity results	
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Table 4.45: Chinese participants’ familiarity results	
  

Comic Sans MS was familiar but with negative associations to American participants,
which correlates with this typeface being ranked most consistently on the “least persuasive”
end of the persuasiveness rankings. To the contrary of the American participants’ opinions,
it was noted earlier in the chapter that the Chinese participants ranked Comic Sans MS with
a wider breadth over the persuasiveness rankings with it being ranked as highly persuasive
far more often than the Americans. The positive attitudes toward Comic Sans MS by the
Chinese participants who commented on its familiarity supports the earlier data and also
provides a potential relationship between persuasiveness and familiarity, at least under
certain circumstances.
Coding	
  for	
  Preference	
  	
  
As with both readability and familiarity, the coding for preference category was
derived from the retrospective think-aloud protocols used in the pilot studies. The pilot
studies showed that both American and Chinese participants commented extensively on
preference, often using the terms “I like” and “I don’t like” to describe the rationale behind
their persuasiveness decisions in all phases of the study. With such strong indications from
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the pilot study data, the researcher hypothesized that preference would also appear
extensively in the full-scale study. However, whether perceived persuasiveness is dictated by
preference or only used as a means of expression can only be explored through the
cumulative analysis of all study phases.
Be that as it may, the researcher was correct in theorizing that preference would
appear throughout a large majority of the full-scale study. This was especially so within the
American participant group. All 10 typefaces explored in this study were also tied to
judgments or comments associated with being “liked” or “not liked” by participants. Of
course, these indications could be directed toward specific anatomical characteristics or the
typeface as a whole, which again, necessitates further investigation through analysis of all
data. The American participant results, as well as their distribution of “like” to “don’t like” is
shown in Table 4.46.
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Table 4.46: American participants’ dominant preference results	
  

The Chinese participant group did not comment on preference as extensively as the
American participant group, which is a recurring theme throughout the collected data. Still, 7
of the 10 typefaces were commented on with an association to being “liked” and 6 of 10 to
being “not liked.” As was iterated in regards to the American participants, the associations of
“like” and “don’t like” have proven to be directed toward a range of associations pertaining
to the fonts, which is again why further investigation and comparison of all the data is
important in deciphering any conclusions that may be gleaned from this coding category.
The Chinese participant results, as well as their distribution of “like” to “don’t like” is shown
in Table 4.47.
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Table 4.47: Chinese participants’ dominant preference results	
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CHAPTER	
  5	
  
DISCUSSION	
  &	
  IMPLICATIONS	
  
	
  	
  
Discussion	
  	
  
After constructing the methodology, conducting the study, collecting and analyzing
the data, and reporting the findings, we come back to the query presented in Chapter 1. If
you are writing a business letter and want to choose a typeface that will add to the
persuasiveness of your message, how would you go about choosing which font to use?
Researchers have proven that the anatomical characteristics of fonts provide a map
that helps to outline their distinct personalities. By reiterating the research questions
investigators of this study presented in Chapter 1, the question of whether or not the
anatomical composition of letterforms assists in determining typeface persuasiveness has
been answered. Furthermore, the conclusions gleaned from this study’s findings may provide
further insight into a font’s ability to influence as reader beyond the anatomical features.
What	
  Are	
  the	
  Anatomical	
  Characteristics	
  That	
  Are	
  the	
  Most	
  Important	
  in	
  Evaluating	
  
Typeface	
  Persuasiveness?	
  	
  
Hairlines	
  and	
  Thick-‐to-‐Thin	
  Ratios	
  	
  

Figure 5.1: Illustration of hairlines and thick-to-thin ratios
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The hairlines of the letterforms, in conjunction with the overall thick-to-thin ratio of
the letters that incorporate hairlines, was one of the Americans’ overall dominant anatomical
characteristics for evaluating font persuasiveness. Mackiewicz also found the moderate thickto-thin transition in letterforms to be a trait tied to typefaces that have “professional”
personalities (305).
Only two typefaces used in this study, Garamond and Times New Roman, were
specifically designed with hairlines and a purposeful thick-to-thin moderation; this in itself is
an indicator of the impact these specific anatomical characteristics have on the evaluation of
a font’s persuasiveness. Some participants did comment on the thick-to-thin ratio of
Handwriting – Dakota, though its design does not technically incorporate hairlines but
simply uses an uneven stroke weight to attain its desired effect. Even typefaces designed
using uniform, evenly weighted strokes were considered in the evaluation of this trait with
some participants commenting that a variation in stroke weight would possibly improve
certain typefaces. Janet, an American participant, accentuates this observation with her
remarks on Verdana and how she feels a thick-to-thin moderation would help the font to be
more persuasive within the context of the study; “…overall, I thought that this one…was
pretty boring…it’s all the same, like there’s no thick and thin…it’s all sort of thick.” 	
  
Through the analysis of the retrospective think-aloud protocols, American
participants expounded on their evaluation that hairlines and corresponding thick-to-thin
ratios assist in deciphering a typeface’s persuasiveness. The verbal evidence indicates that
persuasiveness is associated with the hairlines as well as the balance of the thick-to-thin
moderation between the hairlines and the more thickly weighted portions of the letterforms.
While not a universal observation, overall participants agreed that the more balanced and
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uniform the ratio, the more persuasive it is to the reader. Mike indicates in his comments
that fonts with this trait are, “very easy to read” and Ethan states that, “I like the variance in
width. In some places [the strokes are] very thick and in some places are very thin. I really
like that.” Will gives special indication into the importance of these features, saying that,
“…it [Times New Roman] has the same kind of symmetrical thickness in parts of the letters
that gives it a more substantial feel to it. It’s not as dry. It has character…it’s the kind of
font, something that you want to pay attention to.”
The group of Chinese participants did not give enough indication of hairlines in their
characteristic assessments and think-aloud protocols to warrant hairlines being included in
the group’s overall set of dominant font persuasiveness characteristics. However, of the few
comments that were made in the retrospective think-aloud protocol transcription of this
trait, the majority were positive, which allows the researchers to suggest that characters that
vary in weight may also be perceived as being persuasive to this cultural group, as well. Cai
observes that the hairlines and thick-to-thin ratios of Garamond affect her feelings toward
the font, which influences its persuasiveness; “…it’s from thick-to-thin, so that makes it
more personal…and if I’m going to the school I would want this be a friendly school that
the font actually represent the personality.”
Terminals	
  and	
  Serifs	
  

Figure 5.2: Illustration of terminals
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of serifs

Typeface terminals and serifs were also determined to be dominant typeface
characteristics used by American participants when evaluating font persuasiveness.
Mackiewicz also found that the same traits factor into font personality and that balanced
terminals and serifs tend to greatly contribute to a perception of professionalism (305).
Additionally, a study conducted by psychologist Daniel Fiset et al., University of Victoria,
discovered a parallel finding in his study in which terminals were the most important feature
in letterform identification (1161). The correlation of findings in all these studies hints that
terminals are exceptionally important in typeface interpretation.
There were many comments indicating how terminals and serifs affect the
persuasiveness of a typeface, and the American participants generally agreed that while
balanced horizontal serifs were viewed positively, vertical serifs, especially those designed to
be more pronounced, were viewed negatively.
For instance, the uppercase T of Rockwell and Garamond feature distinct vertical
serifs on the ends of the crossbar. Liz states of Rockwell that, “…I didn’t like the serif…it
comes down too far. It makes the letter look really heavy.” Of the same characteristic on the
T of Garamond, Jake states that, “It just looked kind of weird to me. I felt that it was
stylistic in a way that was distracting.”
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While terminals and serifs were not dominant characteristics for the Chinese
participants overall, from assessing the observations made by this cultural group regarding
these two traits, the Chinese viewpoint on serifs is shared with that of the Americans. Of the
vertical serifs on Rockwell’s uppercase T, Ling says, “I just feel, I don’t think, I just don’t like
this” and Shan simply says, “I don’t like that; it looks too, not neat.” Cai commented on the
more stylized vertical serifs displayed by Garamond’s uppercase T, saying that, “I don’t
know why it sticks out like that [the vertical serifs]. It’s weird.”
Additionally, both cultural groups noted that one-directional and half serifs are not
viewed in a favorable or persuasive way, which demonstrates that even when balance is
achieved (which is an indicator of font persuasiveness that will be explored in a subsequent
section) it does not necessarily equate to a positive perception.
The American comments on the terminals, the ends of strokes that do not form a
serif, overall indicated that sharp or unbalanced terminals were considered unpersuasive. The
majority of terminal comments were focused on the lowercase t, especially those in which
the top terminal was designed with a sharp angle. Most participants, including the Chinese
participants, did not care for this type of terminal.
Stylized	
  Lowercase	
  a	
  and	
  g	
  Letterforms	
  

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the lowercase a and g letterforms used in this study
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Although the general consensus was more or less divided, slightly more American
participants commented that they preferred typefaces that included stylized a’s and g’s for
professional business letters. This being the case, it is unsurprising that during the
characteristic assessment and retrospective think-aloud protocols, lowercase a’s ranked first
and lowercase g’s ranked fourth as the letters that were most referred to by participants
when evaluating for persuasiveness.
American participant’s comments varied as to their rationale regarding stylized
versus typical a’s and g’s. For example, Liz stated that, “I think I always like the lower part of
the [stylized] g. The lowercase [stylized] g looks more professional. I guess I’m more likely to
believe it in the persuasive case, as opposed to just a dip down [as in typical g’s]” and Emma
claims that, “I like the a, it just seemed fun…It’s still clean and professional, but it wasn’t
boring.” Mike’s comment sums up the typical participant observations towards stylized
letters, which is very general and geared toward preference; “I like…this a, what do you call
this type of a? It’s kind of like a fancy a; I like that.” Will contributes an especially interesting
perspective on stylized g’s by saying that, “Those kinds of g’s are more…nobody writes a g
that way, so when you see a g typed in that way, you know that you’re looking at a typed
document…so it’s one of those kind of g’s that I associate with more official, more
important kinds of things. Because nobody actually writes g’s like that…I’ve only seen them
in fonts.” He regards stylized a’s in a similar manner, proceeding with, “I mean, some people
do writes a’s that way [stylized], but that particular kind of a I associate with more official
typography. And so I find that to be more persuasive because of that.” 	
  
Conversely, those that did not favor the stylized a’s and g’s gave separate reasons for
their preferences. Noah’s comments were completely opposite to that of Will’s, with him
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stating that, “I really hate this type of g [stylized] because it’s not consistent with any other
letter in the alphabet. It just doesn’t read well… [and] no one writes a g like that. Like in the
history of human language, no one sits there and tries to write a g like that.”
However, while stylized letterforms are generally regarded as positively persuasive,
when being assessed for persuasiveness it should not be overlooked that other factors will
also contribute to participant perception. Other features, including shape, stroke weight, and
alignment, may determine whether stylized a’s and g’s are identified as persuasive or
unpersuasive. Some participants found that the variation of the stylized letter’s designs
influenced persuasiveness. Liz says that, “…it’s the [stylized] a with the circle bottoms [that
she likes], as opposed to just a line and a circle [that comprises a typical a]. And the
curves…[have] a nice thick, thin ratio.” Janet also favors shape, saying that, “I love the inside
[of the a], the open space…[it’s] like a teardrop bubble. It has a really unique shape and just a
very gentle, very soft curve that I thought was nice.” Greg contributes that, “I think I
mentioned earlier that I didn’t necessarily like the more curvy letters, here I like the a ‘cause
it is curvy but it’s more ornate. The curl kind of at the end, and this thicker part at the
beginning [the ball terminal] works for me. And you have thin to thick right there, too. I just
think it looks good. It’s more visually appealing, to me, so I would find that persuasive.”
However, participants also found fault in the design of the stylized a’s and g’s. Alex,
for example, finds fault in alignment; “I liked this side of the a, but not the sort of diagonal
aspect of it…I know I didn’t like this because it was sort of asymmetrical.”	
  	
  	
  	
  
Most participants only commented on the stylized a’s and g’s, with very few
comments being directed toward the typical versions of the letters. This is a significant
revelation, especially when considering the representation ratio of stylized to typical a’s and
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g’s in the fonts used in this study. There was an almost equal representation with the a’s,
with four typefaces using typical a’s (Handwriting – Dakota, Brush Script MT, Comic Sans
MS, and Futura) and six using stylized a’s (Rockwell, Garamond, Courier New, Times New
Roman, Verdana, and Helvetica), but the representation for stylized g’s was unequally
weighted, with eight using typical g’s (Rockwell, Courier New, Handwriting – Dakota,
Verdana, Brush Script MT, Helvetica, Comic Sans MS, and Futura) and two implementing
stylized g’s (Garamond and Times New Roman).
Of the few comments that were contributed regarding the typical designs, the a’s
garnered the most attention. Rachel argues that the typical a is, “…so, um, so circular, I
guess. If you look at some of the other ones you see a more stylized a, this one just looks too
elementary, in a way” and Abby simply says, “I didn’t like this a; I just didn’t like the shape
of it.” Janet comments on the shape, saying that, “…the [typical] a…it was so short. Like the
a is so short to the bottom that it almost doesn’t look like a letter I recognize.”	
  	
  	
  
Compared with the American participants, the Chinese participants were less
influenced by stylized a’s and g’s, or a’s and g’s in general. For the characteristic assessment
and retrospective think-aloud protocol results, the lowercase a ranked fourth and the
lowercase g ranked tenth on the number of comments on the letterforms that were utilized
to determine persuasiveness. Both the American and Chinese participants seem to value the
lowercase a over the lowercase g as a referencing letterform.
Still, of the few comments gathered from the Chinese participants, most are positive
and reflect the same sets of reasoning as shown by the American participants. In regards to
the stylized characters, Cai states that, “I like this g and this a; it’s typically how I like it” and
Mai says that the, “…a is, uh, looks right; looks balanced.” For the typical a’s, Ling says,
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“…[the typical a] it’s really cute, but is not formal for our purpose.” Cai also contributes an
unpersuasive perspective by stating that letterform alignment affects her opinion; “…[I don’t
like] this a, is not like perfectly straight, of circle [bowl]. Has a little bit of angle on it.” Ling
simply states that, “…and this [stylized] a, this seems, like, weird.”
While there is no complete consensus as to whether stylized a’s and g’s are
universally persuasive, researchers believe that the findings have indicated a participant
preference and positive persuasiveness correlation toward stylized a’s and g’s in both
American and Chinese cultural groups. Additionally, these conclusions suggest that, in many
cases, it is a combination of several anatomical characteristics that determine the perception
of a typeface’s persuasiveness.
Uppercase	
  and	
  Lowercase	
  Letterforms	
  

Figure 5.5: Illustration of uppercase letterforms

Figure 5.6: Illustration of lowercase letterforms
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Uppercase and lowercase letterforms were both selected as dominant characteristics
for evaluating typeface persuasiveness by both the American and Chinese participants. The
investigator in this study anticipated that the anatomical makeup of entire letters, and not
exclusively its parts, could potentially influence persuasiveness, and through the study this
theory was proved to be accurate.
In evaluating the anatomical characteristics of typefaces for professionalism,
Mackiewicz used the letterforms J, a, g, e, and n to test her participants. Her rationale behind
these choices were that “…I use five letterforms that are dense with anatomical
information…the uppercase J because it illustrates whether or not a typeface’s uppercase
letters sit on the baseline or dip below it…[and] also illustrates the height of a typeface’s
uppercase letterforms…I analyze the lowercase a, g, and e letterforms because they “contain
the most design info” [6, p. 34]…[and] also analyze the lowercase n letterform because it
clearly displays serifs (or lack thereof)” (Mackiewicz 298).
However, from interpretation of the findings from this study, it is becoming clearer
that a professional font personality does not necessarily equate to that typeface also being
persuasive in a business or professional document. While the letters J, a, g, e, and n proved
useful in judgment of personality, additional letterforms emerged as being important in
judging the persuasiveness of a font’s structural features. Furthermore, findings conclude
that participants use the lowercase letterforms more than the uppercase letterforms when
evaluating a typeface for persuasiveness. This fact is supported through the data collected
and presented in Chapter 4, where both the American and Chinese participants showed
more comments and evaluations being based on lowercase letters.
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For the American group, the top 10 letterforms used to evaluate typeface
persuasiveness are: a, t, q, g, e, J, T, r, w, O. Note that the lowercase n is not represented in
this set of letters, and that letter ranked 29th out of the 31 letters used in the characteristic
assessment. All letters presented in the pangram of the characteristic assessment were
commented on by at least 10 participants throughout the study.
For the Chinese group, the top 10 letterforms were: q, t, T, a, J, O, e, r, i, g. The
lowercase n is also absent from the top 10 in this group, with that letter being ranked 26th of
the 29 letters which were discussed. The uppercase P was not commented on by any of the
Chinese participants during this study.
These results show that mostly the same letterforms are chosen by both cultural
groups, with the exception of w for the Americans and i for the Chinese, but are listed in a
different order of importance for each group. This evidence suggest that while both groups
may not use the same anatomical characteristics to evaluate for typeface persuasiveness, in
the case of using lowercase and uppercase letterforms as benchmarks, both groups generally
look to the same letters as guides.
While participants may use entire letterforms to evaluate a typeface for
persuasiveness, it is not always the most used characteristic for each cultural group. In the
American group, the hairlines and thick-to-thin ratios, serifs, and terminals prove to be of
greater influence. However, in the Chinese group, it is the lowercase and uppercase
letterforms that are the most used in their evaluation for font persuasiveness. It is possible
that there are cultural implications to these results.
In a study conducted by Carol M. Barnum and Li Huilin, professors of technical
writing and communication, they found that “Chinese writers more often employ synthetic,
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or integral, thinking patterns as the basis for organizational structure [of documents]. The
cultural basis for this preference has been characterized as “the relational style” versus the
“analytical style” dominant in American culture” (151). What is implied is the same that is
suggested in the Chinese participants’ preference of lowercase and uppercase letterforms to
distinct characteristics; the viewing patterns between cultures are dissimilar. Additionally, in
an article discussing the common use of English words randomly interspersed with Chinese
characters, the author states that, “Despite this expressive nature of their own written script,
Mainland Chinese seem to see little difference between an Arial or a Times New Roman
face. To a Chinese reader, all Latin letters must seem pretty much the same” (Elsea 110). If
this is the case, these implications, as well as the findings in this study, will have a huge
impact on future research, and researcher should take these observations into account for
any prospective studies.
Are	
  There	
  Other	
  Contributing	
  Factors	
  to	
  Font	
  Persuasiveness?	
  
Parallelism	
  in	
  Typeface	
  and	
  Letterform	
  Design	
  
For both cultural groups, parallelism in typeface and letterform design was a
principle and unanimous factor for determining typeface persuasiveness. Over and over
again, both American and Chinese participants spoke of symmetry, balance, consistency,
evenness, uniformity, and conformity – parallelism – as one of the most influential design
aspects that contributes to whether a typeface is perceived as persuasive or unpersuasive in
this study’s scenario. The sheer number of comments referring to parallelism is extensive for
both sets of participants.
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In general, the American group commented mainly on the parallelism of the
anatomical characteristics of individual letterforms within a typeface, yet connections to the
balance in design and how the anatomical choices for the entire typeface work together were
also mentioned. For instance, of Rockwell, Mike says, “I like the symmetry and balance of
this font” and Will claims that the balance is achieved through the serifs, “I thought the
[serifs] gave the font a more standardized look. If you’re trying to persuade someone with
this font, those characteristics give it a kind of uniformity, a standardized way of explaining
whatever it would be.” Although the serifs on Rockwell are largely perceived as negative by
American participants, this typeface is still ranked in the top half of fonts that would be
suggested to use for the Dean’s letter. Perhaps this fact indicates that balance and uniformity
of a typeface’s anatomical characteristics take precedence over the individual anatomical
characteristics, themselves. Perhaps a font with unpersuasive features can still be considered
persuasive if those characteristics are implemented in a uniform way.
The Chinese participants also largely focused on the parallelism of letterforms and
the typeface as a whole when assessing whether or not a font was persuasive. While the same
descriptive words were used to describe parallelism in this group, such as symmetry, balance,
uniformity, and the like, the participants also used the word “comfortable” to explain
parallelism in typeface features. “Comfortable” was also used to explain various feelings
about certain fonts, and researchers had to interpret the meaning of “comfortable” on a
person-by-person basis within the Chinese group.
Some example comments come from Lei-Mei, who expounds on one font’s lack of
uniformity, “I don’t think the size of the character are very consistent with each other. Some
are too slim, others are squared…so I don’t think they looks similar to each other, like the
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same typeface” and Feng describes the consistency of another font, “It seems the letters are
very uniform; the letters, the size and the width. Very uniform.” As with the American
participants, the Chinese participant’s comments on parallelism were incredibly extensive
and well detailed.
Participant	
  Preference	
  
As seen in the findings outlined in Chapter 4, both the American and Chinese
participants had the tendency to assess anatomical characteristics, letterforms, and the
typeface as a whole using the terms “I like” and “I don’t like,” which indicates that
persuasiveness is to some degree based on personal participant preference.
To some extent, verbal evidence gathered from the retrospective think-aloud
protocols suggest that both cultures, in some cases, base their preferences on familiarity.
This was seen far more with the Chinese participants than with the American participants.
However, font familiarity itself did not prove to be a widely used factor for evaluating
typeface persuasiveness in either group.
Perceptions	
  and	
  Confusion	
  in	
  Letterform	
  Design
Another intriguing outcome that the conductors of this study discovered through
data collection and analysis was that American and participants made negative remarks when
letterforms looked like other things besides what they actually were, or, as participants would
say, “did not look how they’re supposed to.” As such, those letterforms that could be
misinterpreted as a different object detracted from perceived persuasiveness. While the
Chinese participants made some similar comments, theirs were exponentially fewer in
comparison to the Americans.
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of Brush Script MT’s uppercase T letterform

To illustrate, many participants singled out the uppercase T in Brush Script MT
because, in the participant’s minds, the letter looks more like the number 7 than a T. Abby
states that, “I didn’t like the T because I just thought that it didn’t really look like a T” and
Emma claims that, “I thought the capital T was a 7. I would never in a million years think it
was a T…I just don’t understand it.” Will also observes that, “The T looks like the number 7
[and was singled out as being unpersuasive].” However, while they made similar observations
with letterforms in separate fonts, in the case of Brush Script MT’s uppercase T the Chinese
participants did not view this letter negatively. Conversely, they found it largely appealing.
Mai says that, “I think this T is very, um, impressive…this very thicker one is very good in
the sentence” and Lei-Mei adds that, “[this] T is really the way we write T…the
designer…can understand our [Chinese] writing behavior well.”

Figure 5.8: Illustration of Courier New’s lowercase i letterform

Courier New brought analogous comments in regards to this typeface’s lowercase i,
with American participants largely observing that the letterform looks remarkably like the
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number 1. Along this same vein, a small representation of the American participants also
commented negatively when the dot on the i was not circular in shape, as well as when the
dot on the i and the period punctuation did not match. In some cases, one would be square
and one circular, and that was taken as being unpersuasive. The Chinese participants did not
comment at length on this particular incongruity.

Figure 5.9: Illustration of “robotic” Rockwell

Figure 5.10: Illustration of “computerized” Courier New

A separate observation that both the Americans and Chinese perceived to be
unpersuasive was when a typeface’s design was seen as being “computerized” or “robotic,”
or had a feeling of being “machined.” Of the American participants, Rachel spoke of
Rockwell, saying, “It kinda looked a little bit like a computer font…which is cute but not for
a professional letter.” Many other participants commented on Courier New, with Liz
contributing that, “…it looks like it came from an old computer system. The font looks
outdated, like it’s not with the times. I wouldn’t believe something necessarily in it because
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of the font” and Rachel agreeing that, “It looks just like computer language. If I were to
receive this from Clemson University…that wouldn’t make me think too highly of the
university…It’s very circa 1980’s…and doesn’t make you think professional and
established.” Mike also states that, “…it seems like old school computer text. It’s almost,
like, too cyber punk or too 80’s retro” while Emily says, “…it’s the classic typewriter type of
font. It just looks extremely impersonal…it just says “machine” to me.”

Figure 5.11: Illustration of “machined handwriting” Comic Sans MS

Even other typefaces that are not so obviously “computerized,” such as Courier
New, can be seen as having those traits. Ethan observes of Comic Sans that, “This one
seems halfway between a computerized font and an approximation of handwriting” and that
Verdana “…looked like a robot font…It seemed very sterile; unappealing, generally.”
As mentioned, the Chinese participants also viewed typeface designs that felt
“computerized” to be largely negative. Jian says that Rockwell, “It makes you feel like it’s
very…like computer monitors. Very low definition. If it made up of those little squares
[serif] it makes you feel like it’s from a thousand years ago” and Bao states that, “…this
made me feel, um, make me feel not good. I just don’t face a machine like that, a code, a
feeling.” Mai and Cai speak on Courier New, with Cai saying that, “…this whole page makes
me feel like, is look like a machine and has no passion or anything personality.” However,
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Mai looks on the computerized feel in a positive way, and is the only participant in the entire
study to do so; she says that, “[This is] like the font that the people use in the editor while
coding. This looks very computerized” which is appealing to her.
Professionalism	
  and	
  Professional	
  Font	
  Personalities	
  	
  
The word “professional” was used extensively by participants in both the American
and Chinese cultures as a means of describing how they were assessing whether a typeface
was perceived as being persuasive or unpersuasive within the parameters of this study. As
such, the study investigators concluded that a perception of professionalism in font design
equates to a typeface being more persuasive.
Through this observation, new questions arose that the investigators of this study
wanted to explore. As such, it was concluded that a participant’s impression of
professionalism, within the context of this study, contributes to persuasiveness; but does a
“professional” font personality, at least according to the anatomical characteristics that were
determined through Mackiewicz’s typeface personality study, necessarily guarantee that a
font will be persuasive? Will this also guarantee a font will be persuasive across cultures?
After further exploring the data and findings, the researchers conducting this study have
deduced that the answers to both of these questions is “no.”
In her study, Mackiewicz found that the following anatomical characteristics
contribute to a “professional” font personality (312):

	
  

•

Moderate weight

•

Moderate thick-to-thin transition (serifs only)

•

Balanced straight-edged and rounded terminals (serifs only)

•

Moderate x-height to cap height ratio (2:3 for serifs and 3:4 for sans serifs)
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•

Uppercase J that sits on the baseline

•

Horizontal crossbar on the e letterform

•

Double-story (stylized) a letterform

•

Double-story (stylized) g letterform (serif only)

Mackiewicz also found the following anatomical characteristics to contribute to a
“friendly” font personality (312):
•

Broken construction

•

Rounded terminals

•

Uppercase J that dips below the baseline

•

Oblique crossbar on the e letterform

•

Single-story a letterform

•

Single-story g letterform

Stroke	
  Weight	
  and	
  Thick-‐to-‐Thin	
  Transitions	
  	
  	
  
While this topic was discussed in length earlier in this chapter, additional dialogue
may be added here specifically regarding the relationship between serifs and ball terminals in
certain typefaces.
Mackiewicz determined in her study that, in serif typefaces, a balance between serifs
and ball terminals in letterform design contributed to a professional font personality (305);
however, the American participants were split on their perception of ball terminals as being
persuasive or unpersuasive. The Chinese participants did not address this type of
characteristic balance at all, so it is supposed that this design method is not significant to this
cultural group.
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Broken	
  Construction	
  	
  	
  

Figure 5.12: Illustration of broken construction in letterforms

Broken construction of the letterforms was a design characteristic that was hardly
implemented in the selection of typefaces used in this study, seen only in the uppercase P in
Garamond and the lowercase g in Brush Script MT, which may explain why there was
almost no feedback regarding this type of design feature.
Still, one American male, Alex, did comment on both these letterforms and how a
font stroke that does not connecting properly is bothersome and unpersuasive. Of the
uppercase P, he states that, “…this is another instance where going inward toward the letter
bothered me. The fact that it was not a complete piece seemed to throw me off a little” and
of the lowercase g, he says, “I didn’t like that, in the case of the g, it doesn’t completely
connect at the top. And also, the loop at the bottom doesn’t completely form itself.”	
  	
  
Terminals	
  and	
  Their	
  Significance	
  in	
  Lowercase	
  t’s	
  	
  	
  

Figure 5.13: Illustration of the lowercase t letterforms for all 10 typefaces
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While the terminal anatomical characteristic and its contributions to perception of
persuasiveness was discussed earlier in this chapter, the researchers conducting this study
thought it relevant to call attention to a specific observation that was not anticipated at the
beginning of the data collection and analysis. The lowercase t was the second most
referenced lowercase letter by both American and Chinese participants, earmarking it as
significant to the evaluation of overall typeface persuasiveness. Due to the construction of
the lowercase letter t, the cross stroke, as well as the t’s terminals, will be addressed here.
It was discovered through the characteristic assessment and corresponding
retrospective think-aloud protocol that the uppermost terminal on the lowercase t plays a
noteworthy role in evaluation for persuasiveness. While the Chinese participants had only
one participant comment on the diagonal, sharp terminal seen in the lowercase t of the
Rockwell typeface, both Chinese and American participants commented on this particular
feature and it was seen favorably by all with the exception of one of the American males.
Of the American participants who positively viewed this characteristic, Liz, Abby,
Janet, and Ethan all commented on the feature’s contribution to the t’s design. Liz stated
that, “I circled the t…because I liked the slant at the top of the letter. I just thought it was
nicely formed and there was no weird serif, like on the other letters that I didn’t like” and
Abby agreed, saying, “I liked the little slant on the [terminal of] the t; it made it look less
boxy at the top.” Janet concurs, stating “Yeah, I like how it was slanted a little to break away
from that edgy, like hard edge” as does Ethan, observing that, “[he likes] how this one [the
lowercase t] is diagonally cut off, and the others are squared.” Lily and Jake spoke of this
particular terminal contributing to the typeface’s interest, with Lily saying that, “I liked the
shape of the t; I thought it was a bit different and interesting” while Jake said, “the diagonal-
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thingy [upper terminal on the lowercase t]…it was a weird stylistic mark…it was enough to
make me interested in it, but not enough to make it difficult to read and really stand out, so
it made the font interesting without being over the top.” Will was the only American
participant to have an opposing view of this trait; he indicates that he did not like this
characteristic because the lowercase t, “…has kind of a slant on top of it.”
Of the Chinese participants, Lei-Mei is the only participant in this group to mention
the diagonal cut of the upper terminal of the lowercase t and does so in an effort to offer a
way to improve the lowercase t in a different typeface. She advises that the lowercase t in
Futura would look better if, “I think the t here, for this one, you should use the sharp t, the
sharp head here.”
The other characteristic important to the design of the lowercase t’s are the cross
strokes, with both American and Chinese participants agreeing that symmetry to the cross
stroke is an important influence to persuasiveness. The American participants reactions were
generally universal; Emma stated that she did not like one particular lowercase t because,
“…it barely had a cross” and Mikes agrees, saying, “The left hand side [of the cross stroke] is
not balanced with the right side.” Will states that balance is an issue, stating, “…for some
reason, the cross on the t is not symmetrical and it bothers me” while Greg concurs with this
viewpoint, saying, “On the t, the bar on the side is lopsided, and I just think that’s weird. It
would distract me if I was reading it.”
At least one Chinese participant shared a similar opinion as the Americans, with Jia
commenting on the same characteristic in two different typeface sets, saying, “…this line
[the cross stroke] should be a little bit longer to make more formal” and “…the straight
[cross stroke] is not long enough.”
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X-‐Height	
  Ratios	
  	
  

Figure 5.14: Illustration of x-height

X-height ratios were barely remarked upon by participants in either the American or
Chinese group; therefore, it may be suggested that while this characteristic may play a role in
assessing a professional font personality, it does not necessarily contribute to font
persuasiveness within the context of this study. 	
  
Uppercase	
  J’s	
  and	
  the	
  Baseline	
  	
  
	
  

	
  
Figure 5.15: Illustration of the uppercase J’s of all 10 typefaces on a baseline
	
  
Some of the same anatomical anomalies outlined in Mackiewicz’s font personality study were
also mentioned in this font persuasiveness study. Mackiewicz determined that uppercase J’s
that descend below the baseline are characteristics of “friendly” typefaces and were not
deemed “professional” characteristics in her study (303). In this study the American
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participants were evenly split as to whether this feature was considered persuasive within the
context of a professional business letter.
Only two typefaces used in this study featured this characteristic – Rockwell and
Garamond. Liz remarked that Rockwell’s J, “…because it was the only uppercase letter that
broke the bottom line…I thought it looked nice” and Noah says of Garamond’s J that, “I do
like that the J just drops down a little bit, even as a capitalized letter, which actually goes
against my [preference for] evenness.” Jake presents the opposite opinion, stating that he
didn’t like Rockwell’s J, “…because it takes a million years of length before it gets
anywhere.” Only one Chinese participant commented on the uppercase J descending below
the baseline. Mai contributed that she like this feature because, “this part, they are longer
than here…[I like it] because it is longer than all the other.”
From the data collected, the investigators for this study cannot conclusively
determine whether this “professional” characteristic contributes positively or negatively to
persuasiveness perception in either cultural group.
Crossbars	
  on	
  the	
  Lowercase	
  e’s	
  	
  	
  

Figure 5.16: Illustration of the lowercase e’s of all 10 typefaces

Mackiewicz found that an oblique, or slanted, crossbar on the lowercase e was
considered to be an attribute of fonts with “friendly” personalities and not “professional”
ones. In this study, the American group was almost evenly split on their perception of angled
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crossbars on the lowercase e, with most of the females who commented on this
characteristic seeing the feature in a more persuasive way, and the males viewing it as not
being persuasive.
For example, Abby says that, “I liked how the e was slanted up in the top part,
there” and Janet agrees, stating, “I love this little slant [crossbar] in the e.” However, Lily
says that, “…for a professional letter, I don’t really like the slidey e’s long way bar
[crossbar], how it’s tilted.” Jake also sees this characteristic negatively, and he says, “It was
weird for the e to take such an angle on that thing…it really stood out and was weird to me.”
Ethan shares this judgment, stating, “The e just makes no sense. It’s the only letter in this
font that has a diagonal line in it like that. Any other e would have a straight, horizontal line.
It’s just really…off putting to me” and Alex simply states, “I didn’t like the e, that it [the
crossbar] was diagonal.”
The opinion towards this characteristic is also seen applied to slanted letters, in
general. American participants did not perceive oblique letterforms as being “liked” or
persuasive in nature. The viewpoint of the Chinese participants cannot be determined,
because none commented on either of these features during the course of this study.
The	
  Design	
  of	
  Lowercase	
  a	
  and	
  g	
  Letterforms	
  	
  
The design of the lowercase a and g letterforms and their influence on
professionalism and persuasiveness were discussed thoroughly earlier in this chapter and, as
such, the subject has been sufficiently addressed for the purpose of this section. 	
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Further	
  Observations	
  
While the findings suggest that the American participants, overall, rated typefaces
with the “professional” characteristics outlined in Mackiewicz’s study, the Chinese
participants did not strictly adhere to those guidelines. In fact, the Chinese group appeared
to prefer more simple fonts, as shown through characteristics and typeface ranking, as well
as fonts that the participants perceived as being “friendly.” The comments on friendliness
that participants remarked upon did not necessarily correspond with Mackiewicz’s
anatomical characteristics for “friendly” typefaces. The Chinese participants also have a
tendency to extend this feeling of friendliness to being a personality attribute of the letter
writer or company or university that is sending the written communication.
After compilation and consideration of all the conclusions interpreted from the data
analysis and findings, the evidence indicates that a professional font personality does not
necessarily dictate whether it will be perceived as persuasive in business communications.
Do	
  People	
  Become	
  Bored	
  With	
  Default	
  Fonts?	
  	
  
Results from this study show that both the American and Chinese participant groups
indicated that they do not become bored with default fonts. In fact, the findings suggest
from the placement of “typical” default typefaces such as Times New Roman, Helvetica,
Garamond, and Verdana seem to be preferable.
However, this is not to say that these default typefaces are more persuasive than less
familiar or more stylized fonts. In the American participant group, Rockwell received a
consistent rating on the higher end of the persuasiveness scale, as did Comic Sans MS for
the Chinese group. So, while the answer to this question is “no,” that does not mean that
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only default fonts should be considered when looking for persuasive typefaces for use in
business documents.
Can	
  Font	
  Choice	
  for	
  Persuasiveness	
  be	
  Used	
  Across	
  Cultures?	
  	
  
The findings from this study denote that choosing fonts for persuasiveness across
cultures is not possible. There was not enough overlap in any area of the data results that
would point to this possibility. If anything, the data indicates that choosing typefaces for
persuasiveness across cultures should be individualized to whichever group that is being
targeted in order to be effective. Separate research should be conducted to discover the font
preferences for any cultural group.

Implications	
  for	
  Future	
  Research	
  	
  
Claims	
  Made	
  Across	
  Cultural	
  Boundaries	
  	
  	
  
While this study of typeface persuasiveness provides insight into the anatomical
characteristics of fonts that people of American and Chinese cultures use to assess
persuasiveness in a business communications context, these results may not apply to every
member of those separate cultural groups. Researchers and practitioners must be mindful to
take into account that making generalizing claims across cultures may lead to missteps in the
application of the study findings. Other factors must be considered; for example, each
cultural group is inherently built up of various subcultures within the larger whole. The
findings from this study may not necessarily apply to people that comprise those subcultures
due to age, geographic location, education, and the like. Even within a subculture made up
of people that are similar to those participants in this study, these same issues should be
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taken into consideration. This study only fully pertains to Caucasian American students
attending a Southeastern university while pursing a Master’s degree and Chinese foreign
exchange students who speak English as a second language and are attending a Southeastern
university while pursuing a Master’s degree. Additionally, one must also realize that this
study is representative of a single snapshot in time and that perception, as well as cultural
values and norms, change over time.
Researchers who wish to apply or build upon the researcher presented in this thesis
should be mindful of these constraints and cautious about claims that they make across
cultural boundaries and the dangers of cultural bias.
Application	
  to	
  Alternate	
  Cultures	
  	
  
Researchers and practitioners should also be mindful of applying these findings to
other cultural groups besides Americans and Chinese. Especially showing the differentiation
between the results of the American and Chinese participants alone, it is not advisable to
apply these findings to any other cultural group no matter the similarities they may possess.
It has been shown time and time again that cultural influence plays a huge role in perception
of persuasiveness in typefaces used in business contexts; therefore, it is necessary to examine
any alternate cultures on an individual basis as well as the subcultures and other demographic
restrictions within those groups.
Letterform	
  Constraints	
  	
  	
  
The researcher attempted to keep the representation of uppercase and lowercase
letterforms as equal as possible within the limitations posed by certain portions of the study.
However, it was not feasible to show participants examples of every uppercase and
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lowercase letterform that comprise each of the 10 fonts assessed in either the eye-tracking
nor characteristics assessment phases of the investigation. Therefore, this constraint must be
taken into consideration when applying the findings.
Eye-‐Tracking	
  Constraints	
  	
  
Finally, it should be said that eye-tracking studies that depend exclusively on the
visual results from the eye-tracking software are not going to provide the rich data that was
yielded by this study. The strength here was in the triangulation of the eye-tracking data with
the characteristic assessment and stimulated retrospective think-aloud protocols. The data
analysis showed that the eye-tracking data correlated with the qualitative data and coding
results, thereby giving validation to the eye-tracking analysis done by the researcher. Since
eye-tracking data on its own is open to interpretation, triangulation is vital to providing the
most accurate findings.
This is especially true of the stimulated retrospective think-aloud protocols
implemented in this investigation; this method of data collection was used to validate that
participants’ eye-tracking data was accurate and that participants confirmed they were
looking where the eye-tracking data was indicating. Therefore, future researchers who
conduct eye-tracking studies should be sure to take advantage of the benefits of stimulated
think-aloud protocols.
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Appendix A
IRB Consent Form for Participation in a Research Study
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Appendix B
Audio / Video Release Form

Audio / Video Release Form
The signature below indicates my permission for Dr. Tharon Howard and Kimberly
Sulak to use eye tracking and audio recordings that have been collected during the
research study conducted for:
Testing Typeface Persuasiveness on _______________________________(date)
in which I served as participant.
My name will not be reported in association with session results nor will my name be
included in any of the data collection results. The eye tracking and / or audio recordings
may be used for the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of research and reporting results
Thesis write-up and presentation
Thesis defense presentation
Conference presentations
Educational presentations
Informational presentations

I will be consulted about the use of the video recording for any purpose other than those
listed above.
There is no time limit on the validity of this release nor is there any geographic
specification of where these materials may be distributed.
This release applies to recordings collected as part of the research session listed on this
document only.
I have been given a blank copy of this release form for my records.
Name (please print): _____________________________________ Date: ____________
Signature: _______________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Phone: _________________ Email: __________________________________________
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Appendix C
Preliminary Participant Questionnaire

Preliminary Questions for
Typeface Persuasiveness Assessment
Participant Number:
Date:
Time:

Personal Background Information
(note: we keep this info strictly confidential)
Age:
Gender:
Ethnicity:
Highest Education Level:

Bachelor’s

Master’s

Other: ________________

Graphic Design Background Information
1. What is your level of graphic design knowledge?
No Knowledge

Basic

Moderate

Expert

2. Have you previously taken any design or typography classes? Yes / No
3. Do you have any informal design or typography experience?
4. Do you enjoy design or typography?

Yes / No

Yes / No / N/A

5. Do you feel you are aware of design and typography in your everyday
surroundings?
Yes / No / N/A
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Appendix D
Typeface Statistics

	
  
From the “Most Common Fonts for Windows Systems to 27 November 2011”:
- Verdana (99.84%)
- Courier New (99.68%)
- Times New Roman (99.68%)
- Comic Sans (99.41%)
(codestyle.org)

From the list of “Top 10 Typefaces Used by Book Design Winners” from the 2008
American Association of University Presses (AAUP) Book, Jacket & Journal Show:
- #5 Garamond
(other unranked, but popular typefaces used in winning entries)
- Helvetica
- Futura
(FontFeed.com)

From the list of “Most Popular Fonts Used by Web Designers”, Aug. 2011:
- Futura
- Garamond
- Helvetica
- Rockwell
- Times New Roman
(webdesignerdepot.com)

From the list of “The 10 Most Popular Typeface Families in American Newspapers”
according to a study by Ascender Corporation, Dec. 2006:
- #3 Helvetica
- #5 Times New Roman
(37signals.com)
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From the list of “19 Top Fonts Most Preferred by Graphic Designers From Around the
Web”, Sept. 2009:
- Futura
- Garamond
- Helvetica
(bonfx.com)

From the book “30 Essential Typefaces for a Lifetime”, 2006:
- Helvetica
- Garamond
- Courier
- Times New Roman
(by Joshua Berger)
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Appendix E
Coding Tables – American Participants
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Appendix F
Coding Tables – Chinese Participants
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Appendix G
Coding Tables – American and Chinese Participant Comparison
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